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fl®™* any earnest and thoughtful student 

• ^UrQan civilisation turns his attention 
to the study of the part which India has played in 

the development of man’s humanity, he cannot 
fail to learn distinctly that the moral influence of 

Indian thought? and life has been great indeed 
in determining and fixing in position those 

really noble spiritual elements of civilisation which 
constitute, as it were, the foundation of that 

same humanity. The subtle manner in which even 

now Indian thought is spreading throughout the 

world is not only indicative of the power possess-, 

ed by that thought, but is also an illustration of 
the sweetly silent penetrativeness which has 
specially characterised it throughout history. In¬ 

deed, the true vital point in the constitution of 

any civilisation, is found out to he that through 

which it comes into contact with other civilisations 

So as to influence them well in their own growth 

and* advancement. The essential vitality of V 
civilisation, so ascertained from the nature of the 

external effects produced ’by it,,/is also seen 
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invariably to be the basis of the unity and con¬ 

tinuity possessed by that civilisation. J udged 

in this manner, the soul of Hindu civilisation is at 

once made out to be in the religious history of 

India; it is the religious philosophy of India 

that has both directly and indirectly influenced 

the civilisations of the East and West, and it is 

mainly in religious expansion and development 

that we see the continued progress and growth 

of Indian enlightenment. Therefore the history of 

religion in India has a much larger yeaning than 

it can have in connection with the civilisation of 

any other country or nationality. * 

Jfopt this. iejhgfodfs * no 

'Offl&f has, at any rate dntfhgthli la^fofie thousand 

spfpd a more prominent pa^i than San- 

account of whose life and 

T©%P% 

tpa^ha^tocy i5J®ss wjf|- 

ipjfely fife /: j©f ^eyolra^on 

of the mdpial |<^ic|ds -l^p o^'^'Qjuadi^ 

and enable fhtfpa /fdspr fe><li^;papie time tp 

estimate correctly the great value of his work 
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in life as viewed from the standpoint of history. 

How lje was the product of the age in which 

h© was born,* how he in his turn impressed 

his personality on the unity of Hindu life 

and civilisation, how his work as a scholar and 

reformer has been in harmony with the historic 

genius of the Hindu nation, and how lastly this 

work of his has, owing to this very harmony, 

become fully assimilated into the life of the living 

Xndia of to-day, are all things which are sure to 

strike the observant reader of Sankara’s Life and 

Times. In so far as yvfe the people of this land 

are concerned, our yef|[ nearness to Sankara is 

apt to blind us to the larger features of his historic 

work and achievements; and to make these mani¬ 

fest, we may well quote here the estimate of 

Sankara as given by(§m^r Mvedita, a worthy 

English lady who has by the power of her sym¬ 

pathy beautifully succeeded in raising herself 

to a condition of consonance with Hindu ideals of 
' 4 ! 

life and its aims :— 

Western people can hardly imagine a personality 
like that of Sankaracharya. In the course of a few 
years to have nominated the founders of no less than 
ten great religious orders, ot which four have fully 
retained their prestige to the present day; to have 

such a mass of Sanskrit learning as to create 
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a distinct philosophy and impress himself on the 
scholarly imagination of India in a pre-eminence that 
twelve hundred years have not sufficed to shake ; to 
have written poems whose grandeur makes them un- 
mistakeable, even to foreign and unlearned ears ; and 
at the same time to have lived with his disciples in all 
the radiant long and simple pathos of the saints— 
this is the greatness that we must appieoiate but cannot 
understand, We contemplate with wonder and .delight 
the devotion of Francis of Assisi, the intellect of 
Abelard, the virile force and freedom of Martin Luther, 
and the political efficiency of Ignatius Loyola; but who 
could imagine all these united in one person 1 

It may appear to some that this estimate is too 

favourably coloured; but we wist to remind such 

persons that in the very combination of these 

variedly heroic characteristics there is a factor 

• which has a naturalAtendency to tone down the 

pointedness of each hi |hh*;'m.a^ja;i8^;dc^s‘ of San¬ 

kara’s many-sided greatness and! heroism. If this 

little book does in any way help on a proper ap¬ 

preciation of such a historic personage as the great 

Sankara, all those that have taken part in its 

preparation and publi^tfohA’¥||r%eI quite abun¬ 

dantly rewarded ; for, to-day In the 

estimation of the world more throif^ii tha't world’s 

ignorance of the achievements * of the heroes of 

Indian history than through the absence or the 

insignificance of such achievements. 
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LIFE AND TIMES OF SANKARA, 

CHAPTER I. 

introduction. 

1. SOURCES OE IUTORMATION AND THEIR VALUE. 

{ 4 <A S far as it is known,” says a recent Ameri- 

jC|f can writer in speaking of the great Athe- 

, " I ^ nian Sage, “ the life of Socrates In lbs 

merely outward bodily incident may be told in a 

paragraph.” S«eb, it is to be feared, is also the 

case with Sankara whose life it is here purposed 

to sketch. Tew of the facts of his life can be 

narrated with certainty, nob even the .time and 

the place of his birth. 

Yet the need for a reliable and historic account 

of Sankara is being felt more and more ; for, the 

Adwaita philosophy, of which he was ! the. 
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foremost expounder and which has since his 

time enjoyed a wide and more or less steady 

popularity throughout India, ha® latterly had 

additional importance given to it by the Vedantic 

studies of Western scholars, European and 

American, and by the spread of theosophic 

thought. The comparative method is being 

applied to it and its merit- is being thus tested. 

This intelligent study of Sankara’s works has 

naturally aroused a desire to ascertain the facts of 

the ‘ external’ life of the Teacher. As yet 

hbyyerdx/hnlt^’few^'reaEy Vfds%0rld ’"fftemntrs exist 

of the > life and times of Sankara, written with 

the,obifeet‘ © 
object of-, tb#' ^reseii^'^e^fe^A^ccordinll^ / to 

gather together for the benefit of the general 

peailt #hfl| # tp be found in, the Sankaravijayas 

or ,-whiich .kaire cimi^|ljl|^ 

to us, anddn^keij^ 

information, available* 

modern enquirers. <,;•< *,» \',i‘ « 4 n 

vijayas of Madhavaeharya, Anandagiri, Ghidvilasa 

and Swami Sadananda, arranged perhaps in chrono¬ 

logical order here; (2) a chapter which is to be 
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iound in the ninth Amsa of SJcanda Pur cm a, 5 

and (3) MadTizja-vijaya and Manimanjari, both 

by Pandit i^ai*ayanacharya, a hostile Madhva 
writer. And of recent writers, Wilson, Max 
Muller, and Helang may be mentioned as the 

most important. A few words regarding the 

relative merits of these several sources are needed 

to prevent misconceptions and explain the attitude 
of the present writer towards them. 

Madhavachat-ya, whose work is placed first in the 
list, is the well-known Vidyaranva, who was 

minister of Halxkaand Bukka, Kings of Vijayanagar, 

and became la tor on the chief of the Sringeri Mutt. 
This fact settles the time when this Scnikara-vij ay a 

was written, whether Vidyaranya wrote if- himself 

or caused it to he written by some one else ; for, 
considered as a literary effort, it is to be feared 

that, matter and manner taken together, the work 

does not reflect much credit on the critical capacity 

and historic judgment of the author. It is quite 

clear from internal evidence that it was meant to 

be a counterblast to the Madhva writings above 
mentioned. Of the other Sanhara-vijayas, it need 

only be said that they all show traces of relatively 
later origin, though Wilson claims for Anandagiri 
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age as well as trustworthiness. This, however, 
Telang has shown to be groundless and untenable. 

The chapter of SJcandajpurana has been mentioned 
only to show that it is very recent and has even 
less historic value. Madhiva-mjaya and Mani- 

manjari are, owing to their nature, very interest¬ 

ing for historic purposes. In his sketch of the 
Life of Madhva, the writer of this account has 

endeavoured to show that these works were the 

fruit of the persecution which that teacher of 
dualistic Vedanta had received from the then 
incumbents of the Srmgeri Mutt, and that he 
had on that account been forced to call himself 
Bhima, and make Sankara, whose successors had 
been troubling him, an avatar of a Kakshasa, 
Maniman by name, mentioned in the MaJiabharata. 

Bandit Isarayana, one of the followers of Madhva, 
in the next generation, put these hints together 
along with some traditions fi®rrepfe^inAi|ia&bar 
about Sankara, and thus composed these two 
works of his, with intent to, discredit Sankara’s 

origin and his doctrines. ' 
2. Hinduism beione Sankana: Buddhism. 

The life of Sankara, like that of every other 
great man, has to begin with the description of the 
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state of things in the midst of which he was born 

and brought up, for “ each man, poet or philo¬ 

sopher, inhales much before he exhales” Ac¬ 

cordingly we have to consider the state of 
Hinduism at the time of the advent of this teacher, 

and pass in rapid review the stages it had gone 
through before reaching that particular state. 
It is enough to start with the period, when¬ 

ever it was, when Yedic sacrifices constituted 

mainly the creed of Hinduism. In the words of 
the poet “kings had milked the earth, for sacrifices, 

and ijfcdi$, in return, the heavens to help harvests 

on.” There was the sacrifice of the horse, there 

was the sacrifice of the goat, and of all other 

things imaginable. And sacrifices had increased not 
merely in number but also in elaboration of ritual. 
Vnder such circumstances, therefore, the desire for 
inner religious improvement was slowly growing and 
making itself manifest. The opponents of animal 

sacrifices were to be found not merely among the 

Ksbatriyas, hut the more sensible among the Brah¬ 
mins had also begun to sing the praises of divine con¬ 
templation and practical moral virtues, as against 
the extravagances of sacrifices. The UpamsJmcls, or 

of the Vedas” as they are sometimes 
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termed, are almost everywhere of this line ofthought, 
and one glorious hymn, chanted bo this day by the 
orthodox iSmarta Brahmin before breaking his fast, 

describes well the meaning of the whole movement. 

It is known as (sacrifice of the self) and is * 

well worthy of translation; but it being rather long, 

this sample will suffice for our present purpose 

“ And of the sacrifice master 

#h6hasinttdferktcfe||Mfdp|s/fe‘taths,‘ the soul is the per- 
the seat of the sacrificial ire; 

senslii ^e^rSi/tlae-glied 5 anger,1 the sacrificial lamb; 
contemplation, fire; the period of sacrifice, as long 
as life lasts; whatever is eaten, is sacrificial rice; 

whatever is drunk, is the soma drink; ’ftnd^teith is* 

the sacred bath concluding the ceremhfi^ 1 ” 
This spirit, fostered by men of thought and en¬ 

couraged by men of action over a long period, at 
last pra^cwy manifested itself in the teachingf 

of Gautama, ijfcief' - 
ed to regard this tbaptiPr^'s 
though strangely enough he is Waitf%0/h®yfe tohae 
down not to establish religion and law by pro¬ 
tecting the good and punishing the wicked, which 

is the mission of all the other avatars of Vishnu, 
but to delude some pious devotees of Siva as well 
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as of Vishnu. Many others, who have learned to 

look upon him with better and more rational feel¬ 

ings, yet seem to regard him as an alien, and his 
faith as absolutely alien to India This, it need hard¬ 

ly be pointed out, is a gross misreading of history. 

The teaching of Gautama, a member of a Rajput 

clan, was but a developed form of the thoughts and 

theories found in the Upctnishads, with the fresh¬ 
ness and vigour of his own humanity and zeal added 

to them. The rapid spread of Buddhism among all 
classes shows that he had ‘ set to music * just ‘ the 

thnlSt^hich had boon haunting millions of ears.’ 
Rohg,,'M|or*,v^a' 4'ep^rituB^ ;,and after, his, -in¬ 

clusion in the Hindu Pantheon, Buddha’s real ser¬ 

vice to mankind is described by Jayadeva, in one of 

his popular songs, to haye been the propagation of 

mercy and the abolition of animal sacrifices. “0 
Thou of merciful heart! Thou didst condemn the 

slaughter of lambs at sacrifices, though enjoined by 

Srutis, when Thou didst take the shape of 
Buddha.” His crusade against the killing of 

animals, and his battles so , earnestly fought in 

favour of righteousness and renunciation, his use 
of the vernaculars in religious teaching instead of 

gqfteteifc, sand his organisation of hands of monks 
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and nuns o£ all castes to spread his faith—all 

these points explain the electric speed with which 

Buddhism spread in his days. . 

. Starting under such favourable conditions, how¬ 

ever* this religion, like every other institution ever, 

started b y hu man agency, silently went on changing 

from century to century, and during its lat<^J|fe 

became corrupt in many 

practice formal .atheism in 

5 substance .apt ibfete,, 

the worst evils of decayed 

-Tpiftnaiifeimm, ' were only a few of its bad features. 

Its enemies, the Brahmins, at lep^th, 

time came for them tp ytifa 

of Buddhists against themselves,—and they began 

u^i^^Np.iJisK : its Defects. , „ ; 

Bhatta,is evit^i^y.fh^^lsf ^ 
connects hfemstijb^ #e«Esei^^ 

against the Buddhists, «E tfhfcjih 

later on. Heir© it is enough to npite 

faith was in what is known iaf& Kcirma-marga,, that is, 

salvation by the sole means of the faithful perform- 
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ance of Karmas or the daily and other periodical 

ceremonial rites enjoined by the b edas and the 

Smritis. His success, whatever it was, was due, not 

certainly to the advocacy of animal sacrifices, whose 

day had most assuredly fled, and to which mere 

lip-service was all that anybody would render, but to 

the revival of the harmless rites made more impres¬ 

sive and more authoritative through his successfully 

meeting the arguments of the Buddhists against 

the Vedic religion and in favour of their own faith. 

Bhatta’s was only one of the many sects 

Jlja/d, been formed at various times’ in the 

hister^^bf;' \33bere ■,- were Bhmrmas, 

Santas, 0anaj)atyas, with many sub-divisions among 

each; and the name of these sects was really a 

They had all based 5##ever, 

torn from 
the cohl^lalin%|li,i^l^',iinterpreted, formed their 

scripture; and several of them had begun to claim 

greater authority for the Pur anas or the Smritis on 

which they based their belief, than even that which 

belonged to the Vedas. And, what was of infinitely 

greater importance, the practices of some of these 

sects were abominable and terrible, 

fh# ha'tolerant of every other. 
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A, certain weariness seemed to have come over 

men, and also a hankering after some bind of im¬ 

provement and general'religious peace. Union and 

friendliness were possible only when a common 

basis could be so fashioned as to be comprehensive 

and able to allow for large differences of secondary 

importance, philosophically as well as practically. 

This was the kind of unifying influence that seemed 

to be urgently needed. It Was given to Sankara 

to supply need, and, one feels hound to say, 

with a very large measure of success. 



CHAPTER II. 

BIRTH AND EAELY YEARS. 

■I. The Tck#Igam Rtiogr b» His Birth. 

* Am obscure village named Kaladi, six rfelW 

to the east of Aim, now a station on the Cochin- 

. llaRwkf ifefcfc is traditionally mentioned as 

'$6 is mot undisputed $ 

for^Anpwtiii^l^lll^l^fbatfsplfeie asChidambaram. 

He is however alone in this statement. Eraa?t|ifeir, 

the writer of Manimanjari gives it as 

toMthAhiiitte^, lid pecu- 
;J^^^^^^l|te;|^^^r'hS’'^dM,1reasons. And there 

1 fe*'practice connected with the 

temple of Narayana at Badankasrama on the 

Himalayas. The officiating priest there has been a 

Nambudri from Malabar for a long period, and the 

memory of no man goes back to a period when he 

was otherwise. And as tradition assigns the found¬ 

ing of this temple to Sankara, the presence bf the 

Nambudri there can easily be explained by his 
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kinship to the founder. We have therefore to be¬ 

lieve that Sankara belonged to Malabar and to the 

Narabudri class of Brahmins. * 

The Agrahara of Kaladi is said to have been 

founded by a neighbouring chief, who was called 

Kajasekliara, if that be indeed a proper name. This 

chief dreamed, as thousands of other men have done, 

that Siva had become manifest in the neighbour- 

3jS>fd of hip capital in a spontaneously risen 

he accordingly caused a temple to 

be built for the God and founded an Agrahara or 

settlement of Brahmins for the service of the 

temple. Among these was one of the name of 

Yidyadhiraja, which is evidently a title indicating his 

learning. He b ad an fraAjlh Blv'a^ 

guru. The boy went through the usual course of 

instruction qpenin those days to Brahmin boys; and 

having completed his studies, be married at the pro¬ 

per age and settled down as a householder. 

long time he was childless, and both 

wife prayed to Siva to bless them W*th( a sonfi 

length, in consequence, as it is said, of the 

agreed upon at Kailas between Siva and the G-ods 

who had called there to learn bow-‘If© was going to 

revive Hinduism, the G-od was pleased to bless the 
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wife of Siva-guru and she became the mother of 

Sankara. 

It would be a marvel if, in the case of 

Sankara as in the case of most other Gurus, there 

had been nothing extraordinary about his birth. 

Accordingly, in addition to the divine blessing noted 

just now, we have several other versions to consider 

in regard to the circumstances of* the Guru’s birth 

and parentage. Madhava adds that before blessing 

Sivaguru’s wife the God asked her in a vision while 

site* was asleep whether she would have a num- 

' ru®ans ^or children, or an- only 

wtsekOA'^llh^^T^f^h^'kf be short-lived. She 

wisely chose the latter alternative, and had Sankara 

as her son. 
Anandagiri however relates the story in an entire¬ 

ly different manner. We have seen that he mentions 

the place of Sankara’s nativity as Chidambaram. 

We are told that there was a pious Brahmin living 

with his wife at this place, and that at one time the 

husband retired to a neighbouring forest after re¬ 

nouncing the world, that the wife continued for a 

long time to serve the Lord of Chidambaram,, and 

kh»%as are ward of her devotion, the Lord waspleased 

to make her conceive in some mysterious and 
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miraculous manner. And. the child thus bor*1 

was Sankara. There is again another yersiQtr 

story of Sankara’s birth which we have to 

before we pass on. The writer of Maniw 

states that a Brahmin widow of Kaladi w ent 

from the ascetic life imposed apon her a»c 

a male child, and that this child was Sf 

This plain statement, however, is based on 1 

tion still current in some parts of Malabar, 

young widow of Kaladi once went to the t©J 

Siva along with other girls of her own age, ai 

as some among them prayed for children, s 

did so, that the Lord granted her request, a 

she bore Sankara in consequence. The diA 

which Sankara is said to have experienced 1 

in conducting the funeral rites of his 

would also seem to confirm the suspicions al 

illegitimacy of his birth, thoughthe objectioi 

relatives were merely against a Sanyasin att< 

to violate the rules of his order, jby umd< 

to perform the funeral rites .of his dead 

We have no materials to enable us, at t 

tance of time, to estimate authoritative 

meaning of these stories regarding Sankara 

We see however that Madhaya’s bools 
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absoluely no mention whatever of these damaging 

traditions. If he had had any knowledge of or 

belief in them,*he would surely not have left them 

unexplained; for, he has sought to explain away the 

other calumnies against Sankara as, for instance, 

the incidents relating to Bharati which shall be 

mentioned later on. Further, there is a fairly 

strong argument to prove that all this talfe about 

his birth being suspicious is unfounded. Both at 

the time of his renunciation and in connection 

with the funeral rites of his mother, we shall 

se#' tiaiti'rh.l^anka^a showed an extraordinary affec¬ 

tion for her ; In the latter case he even went 

the length of offending the whole circle of his 

orthodox relations for the purpose of satisfying his 

mother’s wishes. Now as if ljas;|ehn;»'maxim! with 

the Aryan Hindus to regard the unchaste mother, 

the indebted father and the idiotic son as among the 

worst enemies of a man, Sankara would hardly 

have cared to suffer all the troubles and annoy¬ 

ances that he did on his mother’s account, if she 

had not deserved that amount of sacrifice and filial 

love on his part, even when such sacrifice was 

unnecessary according to the strict letter of the 

law. Accordingly we may ascribe the whole of this 
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tradition partially to calumny and* partially to 

misguided admiration. It is also considered by 

some, we may add, that he was perhaps a posthu¬ 

mous son. 

If these are the difficulties in regard to the ascer¬ 

tainment of the place and the circumstances of 

Sankara’s birth, infinitely greater are those that we 

have to face in trying to ascertain the time of his 

Itrfhi '6f his birth is perhaps Idstito 

•ftt'lht drerV for the horoscope given in Madhava’s 

book is a mere imitation of Rama’s and is therefore 

worthless.* The Sringeri Mutt, undoubtedly of the 

Guru’s founding, has a list of his successors; feujtpAit 

happily it 

errors, it assigns id 

successor of the G-uru, a period of 700 years or 

more! Still as the time of this monk’s birth is placed 

at the close of the eighth century of the 

era, if we make some 

carelessness herein, it is easy p^rl^^'Wcpp^l'' 

* Two views are generally held as the probable time 
of the Guru’s advent; namely, 788 A.D., which is accepted 
by one school of thinkers, and the close of the 6th century 
Which is held by the other. It need hardly be observed i 
that nothing conclusive has been arrived at by either party 
nor is it likely to be until better data MdJcne available, h 
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small discrepancies and take 788 A.D., as the 

year of the Guru’s birth, as Max Muller does. Two 

additional reasons would also seem to support this. 

Madhava’s book looafes the Buddhists mainly in 

Kashmir or more generally m the Himalayan 

regions ; and Magadha does not seem to have figured 

m Sankara’s days as the stronghold of Buddhism, or 

even as a province where the Buddhists were 

numerous, though in the minority. How as Hiouen 

Tsanghad found in the middle of the seventh cen¬ 

tury that Magadha was still dominantly Buddhjstic 

under Siladitya II, a period of about 150 years is 

not too long for this change that bad come over this 

province. Again, if the date assigned by the late 

Professor Sundaram Pillay to Sambandha could be 

accepted as the right and proper date, and 

if the allusion said to be found in one of Sankara’s 

devotional songs is a real reference to that Tamilian 

saint, then the year that we have accepted has 

every probability of being the right date. With 

all this it is, however, only provisional. 

Telang, it must be noted, very ably pleads that 

Sankara must have been born somewhere towards 

bhfe'iofosfe /^EthC’ sixth century,, from ^ a remarkable 

to a Purna Varman, 
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who was a Buddhistic King of Magadha at about 

that time. To the present writer, however, it 

seems to need additional and more direct evi¬ 

dence before that date may well be said to have 

been established. Eor the present, then, we pro¬ 

ceed on the supposition that 788 A.D. indicates the 

year of Sankara’s birth. 

2. Early Tears and Education. 

The boy’s early years were spent in the usual 

way. He was initiated into the mysteries of the 

alphabet at the proper time, and soon manifested 

uncommon intelligence. In his seventh year 

he was about to be invested with the sacred string, 

when his father died. His mother had the ceremony 

conducted later, and sent him to learn the Vedas and 

the Vedangas—from whom, we are not told. As 

has,been said of several others, it is also said of 

Sankara that he learned all the Vedas and Sastras 

in two or three years—by the eighth.' year of his 

age he had finished his course of studies! And the 

same writer who tells us this, also informs us, 

almost in the same breath, that after his return 

from his Guru’s home, where he had been staying 

for some years, fathers who had daughters to 

marry were anxious to offer them in marriage to 
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hini- .Now it is absolutely unheard of among 

jSJ'ambudris, at any time in their history, that a 

boy was married about his eighth year. One or 

fcbe other of these statements therefore has to be 

rejected ; and we may regard the tender age when 

he finished his course of studies as having been given 

in a careless manner or with intent to add to the 

Gr urn’s greatness. We shall therefore reject it and 

hold that in all probability Sankara had become ia 

young man by the time he could come back to his 

own house, having completed his study of the 

Sasti'as in the house and under the guidance of 
his teacher. 

Sankara’s student-life being over, proposals of 

marriage began to be seriously entertained,* and his 

mother must have been, as usual, busy consulting 

astrologers about the horoscopes of suitable girls. 

One day about this time we are told that the sage 

Agastya and other sages called at Sankara’s house; 

and the talk turning on the length of his life, 

Agastya reminded the mother of her choice of a 

wise but shortlived son, and told her that her son 

was accordingly destined to die at an early age. 

All this story about the shortness of Sankara’s life 

naturally looks very much like a prediction after 
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the event. Anyhow Sankara seems to have formed 

within himself a resolution to renounce the world 

and become a Sannyasin. Thus the talk of marriage 

was soon thrown into the background by his seri¬ 

ous proposal to at once become a Sarmyasin. The 

mother, he is usual in all similar cases, bewailed 

her sad fate, her loneliness during the remavhfLjif of 

her life, and felt sorry that th^e'^i^lo^he^iib one 

to -perform her’ death. ’ The 

-a Sannyasin is above all rites 

and ceremonies, so that even the performance of 

the funeral rites of his parents ceases to be obli¬ 

gatory on him. Sankara assured his mother, how¬ 

ever, that, Sannyasin or no Sannyasin, he wpuld 

always be ready to attend to her spiritual require¬ 

ments. Even then his» mother was nob satisfied, 

and Sankara was obviously waiting for his oppor¬ 

tunity in patience. 

One day mother and son went to have their 

bath in the river. It was then m floods ; and as 

he was having his plunge, he felt that a crocodile 

was pulling him by the foot. At once he shouted 

out to his mother in a loud voice,—“ I am gone, 

dear mother > The crocodile is dragging me down. 

Let me have the satisfaction of dying a Sannyasin. 
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G-ive me the permission needed. I shall then die 

in peace ! Madhava here adds that the crocodile 

b.ad promised to let him live if he renounced world¬ 

liness. The mother in this crisis could not hesitate 

and at once told him that he was a Sannyasin. 

Perhaps there was a real peril, and Sankara secured 

what is known as, or the adoption of 

the vow of asceticism and mendicancy when death 

is near. However it was, he emerged from the water 

a declared Sannyasin; and having repeated hjs 

promise to his mother and having placed her under 

care of his relatives,, to whom he likewise 

left all, h|p property,, he left Kaladi in search of a 

Guru with a view to get himself formally initiated 

into the holy order of Hindu Sannyasa. 

3. Rentjis'ciaiioit. * 

- In', almost eyepr jiart of Jndfaf, 'there have been 

recognised seats of Hindu learning sanctified 

through their association with the names of some 

great teachers. All the various branches of ancient4 

Indian learning have their recognised founders 

and ‘ traditional ’ leaders. The Vedanta-Sutras of 

Badarayana, the Ilarma-Sutras of Jaimim and all 

other works of, that kind have been taken up by 

pafti©u|affi ‘ Schools ’ in various parts of the country, 
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and their traditional interpretations o£ religious 

doctrine and philosophy have been treasured up 

and handed down by oral- teaching to generations 

of earnest and faithful students. Of such seats of 

learning, Sankara was led to choose one ‘ on the 

bank of the Kannada5—evidently a hermitage— 

presided'over at this time by a great Scinnyctsin of 

the name of G-ovinda. His teacher and perhaps also 

predecessor in office there was the famous Gauda- 

padaw '®k-idlty anything more has come down to us 

of Gby|nd!ai'; than that he taught Sankara the germs 

of,his philosophy. But as we find that, in every 

wotk that Sankara has left behind, he subs¬ 

cribes himself reverentially as the disciple of Sri 

G-ovinda Bhagavatpada, , we may well take jt %o 

prove the great esteem that Sankara had for this 

teacher as also the desire to publish his obligations 

to the!t#ach'0ri Sankara also pays his respects to his 

Parama-Qw'u i.e., thjhjfeaioh®’® 

■fiada, thus making ihsalmp# 

had, just preceded Govtnip.,1 !'' 

The description of the Govfpda ' 

and his pupil is given both by Madbava and 

Chidvilasa. The former is perhaps at his worst 

herej for he makes Sankara go to the hermitage. 
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oa<st himself at the teacher’s feet, and on being 

asked who he was, answer—“Master, X u>m 

neither fire, jior air, nor earth, nor water 

none of these, but the Supreme Spirit , shining 

underneath all phenomena/’ In other words; he 

talks A.dvaita long before learning it. Chidvila sa 

locates the hermitage on the Himalayas; Sankara 

gfoes to Grovinda there and pays his respects ; and 

on being asked who he was, says—“ I am the son 

of: Sivaguru, a Brahmin of Kerala. My father died 

in my childhood, and I was brought up by my 

mother. I have had a fair course of training in the 

&astrats.” Then he goes on to give the crocodile 

incident already referred to, and requests the 

teacher to formally initiate him and invest him 

with the robe of the Scmnyasin. * 

Satisfied with this account, G-ovinda received 

this pupil with pleasure, and having made him 

g° through the formalities needed, he made him 

into a full Sannyasin and began to teach him the 

philosophy that he had himself learnt from Grau- 

dapada. How long the course of discipline and 

instruction lasted we cannot tell, hut it must 

have been a fairly long one. Bor, soon after, he 

leaves the hermitage and goes to Benares, where 
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he receives pupils himself and begins to write his 

works and propagate his philosophy. It is said that 

Grovinda desired Sankara to go to Benares first, and 

afterwards become one of those peripatetic teachers 

of religion who abounded so largely m pre-Bud- 

dhistic as well as post-Buddhistic India. 



CHAPTER III. 

PREPARATION EOR THE GREAT MISSION. 

1. Life at Benares, the Commentaries 

ante other works. 

Sankara accordingly went to Benares, and in 

that centre of learning soon distinguished him¬ 

self m dialectics and philosophy, and began to 

attract pupils from various quarters. Among 

these was a young Brahmin from the land of 

the Cholas, i.e , from Chidambaram or some part 

of what is now the District of Tanjore. He was 

admitted as a novice with the name of Padmapada, 

and his devotion to the;feshd‘uhded, 

and^ * TOused some impatience in the 

minds of the other disciples, Sankara on one 

occasion put his favourite’s faith to the test in 

their presence by making him walk across the 

' Ganges as if on solid ground, which be is said to 

have done because he possessed the mustard seed of 

faith which moves mountains. shall learn 

more later on of his faith in his master. 
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The order in which he wrote his works is not 

known to us j but judging from analogy, it is clear he 

must have attempted small things before beginning 

great ones. There is a tradition that he began with 

commenting on the thousand names of Vishnu 

(Vishnu-Sahasranemia,) and there is nothing 

improbable in it. Many small works of various 

kinds must have been written by him before he 

proceeded to comment on the chief Upanishads, or 

on the Gita, or finally on the Yednnta-Sulras. 

The commentary on the Gita is said to betray 

some amount of impatience m regard to those who 

object to an unmarried young man turning out a 

Sannyasin. It must be evidently the expression 

of his personal feelings. There were likewise 

many original monographs composed at intervals 

as occasion called them forth. One such might be 

noted as a sample. One day Sankara was going 

along the street with his pupils to have his mid-day- 

bath in the Granges. A Chandala with his dogs 

was passing by him, when the pupils shouted to 

ask him to clear the road, as Brahmins do m Mala¬ 

bar to, this day. The man however turned about 

and asked the Guru how he might consistently 

teach 'advaiiism and practise such differentiating 
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observances. Tlie Guru was struck by the answer, 

and its pertinency to the occasion called forth the 

five slokas forgoing the Manisha-Panchaka, every 

one of which ends thus :—“ He who has learned 

to look on phenomena in this (monistic) light is 

my true Guru, be he a GTictndala or a twice-born 

man. This is my conviction ” How the CTicmddla> 
was able to address Sankara thus we are not told, 

but all difficulties in the situation are avoided by 

making him Siva in disguise. Another and one of 

the most popular of the Guru’s minor songs is 

said to have had a similar origin. It is a poem of 

abonh(feWf|\vei‘||ekas/ wbdfb refrain is—“ Worship 

Grovinda, worship G-ovinda, worship G-ovinda, 

0 fool! When thou art face to face with 

Death at the appointed time, it is'repe*d" 

'';bha,t will save 

theeJhfj '* is'J that he observed at 

Benares a student enthusiastically engaged in 

learning Sanskrit grammar, and that, with the 

object of teaching him the futility of such 

studies in the matter of the salvation of the 

soul, the great Guru spontaneously burst out 

in song and gave vent to one of the most popular 

of his smaller poems, which is even to-day 
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™7 ^ asei ™ * d<"°tion,l song almost all 
oyer India. 

In this manner Sankara lived for.several years 

tL»TZS’ “d sometimea Badan to be free 
. “ b tle 1111(1 *8‘wbance, composing his works, 

sabwiftagthem to the wise men of his acquamt- 

““ in those parts and developing them in, the 

light ol criticisms and controversies.. Vyaea the re¬ 

puted author of the said to have 

abode as an old 
man rand Wing there from, his pupils thathe had 

commuted on the Vedanta-Suiras^V} asa enter! 

. a disputation with him on some knotty point • 

flndil W“t0n“ whole ^ tikPadmapada 

P«ed anf t?WP0Sed, te *• p«ed a d prayed that the dim*,,,, o£ Vishnu and 

“5 dMst fr°“ fnrtter controversy and - 

pTbaUv T6 ' T“iS’ h™8 <“»««»«, 
pioba y means that there was a good deal 

the v/'ag v °V<!r Sankara’8 commentary on 
he redmla-butrm, and that he was perhaps 

occasionally forced* give up his, earlier position 

and mee opponent, half-way. phe old man here 

-?1/™ an opponent p£ that kind, 
whom Sankara could not find it qaite eosy ^ 
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satisfy and whose acquaintance with the literature 

of the Vedanta philosophy must have been so good 

as to entitle him to be looked upon as a re-incar- 

oe the Triumphal Tour. 

, ^teetodst important works of the G-uru having 

thus been finished and tested and,taught to hxs 

pupils, Sankara left Benares accompanied by a 

large number of his pupils and with a large collec¬ 

tion of books. Chidvilasa mentions the name of 

a certain Ratan Singh as the then chief of 

Benares, who on this occasion pressed Sankara to 

stay on with him. The G-uru excused himself by 

saying that he had heen asked by his master to fee 

a peripatetic teacher, and tbat therefore his mission 

was to teach and preach dfi India. 

1%ik-;|W)R(Of j%'e,/Aepi;ik3;%'©f Benares is 

not cd‘f'ihi|h‘’Waiw for historical purposes. But, 

aware as we are of the part played by royal patrons 

m those days in promulgating religion and in 

encouraging literature and philosophy, we need 

not doubt that Sankara’s fame and influence began 

to spread, by reason of tbe help rendered by royal 

chiefs and princes everywhere, no less than by his 

©Wip for, Anandagmi and Chidvilasa both 
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agree in saying that the teacher had while on tour 

all the usual paraphernalia which the religious 

Chiefs of Mutts display in our own days, and 

these could only have been gifts made by kings 

to Sankara in recognition of his religious learning 

and authority. So, helped by the local chief of 

Benares, Sankara began his triumphal progress 

as a teacher. He must have bepa then over 

twenty five years of age, if our supposition is 

correct regarding his age at the time when he 

became a Sannyasin. He first stopped at Prayag 

(Allahabad) and bathed at the confluence of the 

Jamna and the Granges, and in his prayers re¬ 

membered his parents. Afterwards, while <be 

was resting in the shade of trees along the river 

bank with his disciples, news was brought to him 

that the greatBhatta, the champion of the Purva- 

Mimamsa School and the extirpator of North 

Indian Buddhism was about to commit himself to 

flames! 

3. The Episode of Kumarila Bhatta, 

This is the place to speak at some length of the 

life and doings of this historic personage. We 

have already had 'occasion to get a glance of his 

life-work, but we shall now pause to take a fuller 
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view of him. He is believed to have been an Assa¬ 

mese Brahmin, and the following account is mainly 

taken from What Madhava says of him. He 

went through the course of studies open to every 

Brahmin boy. But either his own inclinations, or 

motives such as are known to have influenced 

Christian missionaries like Bather Beschi, led him 

soon to put on the disguise of a Buddhist and 

learn Buddhistic theology from a great teacher of 

Buddhism. Bor a time all went on well; but on 

one occasion this teacher in his discourse happened 

to be mote severe than usual in ridiculing the 

divinity and the sanctity of the Yedas, so much so 

that Bhatta was noticed to shed tears in , conse¬ 

quence of it. His brother students, who ;(wcch.«all 

Buddhists, observed'it an4 l?irmsre<ij|ft®ii he must 

be, A,, hdcetih, r‘ these pious people 

who had taken on themselves the vow never to 

harm animal life’ resolved that rather than 

suffer him to go abroad in possession of their 

secret doctrines and the weak points of their 

philosophy and turn their logic against themselves, 

t?iib|'AWouM do well to do away with him altogether. 

as they were all chatting on the 

terrahh'ff*’ ^he" Buddhist * * teacher’s house, they 
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contrived to trip him up, and down fell Kumarila 

exclaiming in a loud voice—<fr If it be true that 

the Vedas form the true Bevelation? may they save 

me from harm l" He reached the ground safe 

enough, having lost but one of his eyes, which Joss 

we are told was due to the douht implied in the 

expression 4 If it be true V He somehow escaped 

with his life, and from that moment became the 

most uncompromising opponent of the Buddhistic 

his mission to carry on a 'ruthless 

war of controversy against its followers. We have, 

however, only the account of what he did at the 

court of King Sudhanvan, though incidentally we 

are told that he had visited many other 'Courts be¬ 

fore arriving there, " Hare ensued a mighty con¬ 

troversy between the Buddhistic teachers in the 

king’s court (who was himself a Buddhist) 

and Bhatta, the uproar and din caused by which 

is said to have agitated the veirf "vJi§avens! 

Bhatta exposed their follies aid their weak 

points with pitiless logic, and battered all 

their strongholds and defeated the enemy every¬ 

where. Then he explained to the king his chief 

doctrines—that the Vedas' were [true and re- 

vealed verbally * even? as they are, and that henOO 
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they formed the best proof of their own authority 

as well as the touchstone of the authority of the 

Smritis, Puramis and other scriptural works. He 

held that the earlier part of the Vedas relating to 

the sacrifice was alone capable of saving men, 

so that the really religious part of life according 

to him was to go through the rites enjoined in 

the sacrificial Kanda or section of the Vedas. But 

the king s turn for abstract reasoning was apparent¬ 

ly only of indifferent excellence, and so he bluntly 

said—“ In matters of dialectics, success depends 

on the amount of one’s learning and the readiness 

of one’s tongue ^,an# I ^herefere declare that I 

shall hold the faith of that man among you to be 

true and enduring, who, falling from the topnf the 

adjacent bill, remains whole !” Hep^ppon the Bud¬ 

dhists merely kepfe'loAin^^teach other, but the 

Brahmin readily undertook to risk his person. 

The ordeal was accordingly gone through in the 

presence of a large crowd, and Bhatta threw him¬ 

self down with the exclamation already given and 

reached the ground * 6 like a pillow stuffed with 

dQWitv’ The Buddhists however argued that it was 

not the proper test in settling the truth of faiths, 

for the fefdy in such cases could be protected from 

3 



harm by means of drugs or charms or yogic prac¬ 

tices. The king was wroth and proposed a second 

test as a kind of ultimatum. He caused a jar to 

be brought into the assembly with its mouth care¬ 

fully covered and sealed, and said that he would 

espouse the faith of that party which could say 

truly what was inside the closed jar. The parties 

met next morning and the Buddist® declared 

that the jar contained a, serpent, while Bhatta 

Hod Vishnu who has the great 

serpent Sesha for his bed. 6 At these words of the 

Brahmin, the face of the king wore the look of the 

lotus that has faded in consequence of the pond 

wherein if gppws becoming dry.’ Prom this awk¬ 

ward predicament, ;kawefer, the Mug,, wee sop® 

relieved, for a voice from heaven declared that the 

Brahmin was right and that the other party was 

wrong! The king thus got rid of all his doubts at 

once and issued this memorable edict —uIjef all 

those of my subjects be/sWn-whpMktepiay the 

Buddhists, old and young, from Ihp Jptaa|pfe 

mountains to the Bridge of Bawau^ 1 * - * 

It has been thought desirable to;give this account 

of Kumarila at some length, because,, among other 

reasons, it gives, jn however distorted a fqrm^ 



some o£ the methods adopted by religious contro¬ 

versialists and revivalists in those days. If Bhatta 

really had achieved a dialectical victory at this court, 

as at other courts of kings and royal personages, 

tradition would surely have recorded it. Brom 

what we have reproduced from the account given 

by Madhava, it seems clear that Bhatta’s dialectic 

skill did not prove quite so successful here as it 

might have done elsewhere ; the test of falling 

down * from the hill ’ or from some other height 

was one that Kumarila had already undergone; how 

hiS-'a^went "failure to successfully guess the con¬ 

tents of the jar wjte'"retrieved11 hy the* .support of a 

voice from heaven, we really cannot explain. As 

for the king’s edict to massacre the Buddl^lsfrcm 

the Himalaya mountains to Kama’s Bridge,, it clear¬ 

ly seems to be mere poetic bombast, for the simple 

reason that previous to the days of the Mahomedan 

emperors India knew no sovereign whose sway 

was quite so extensive. Moreover, this same 

Sudhanvan, who could issue such a summary edict 

for the destruction of Buddhists over the whole of 

India, is represented in another connection as hardly 

able 4#> overcome a mob of Kapalika fanatics! 

In ti&ib;d^clfcfeg days of Buddhism in India the 
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followers of that religion must in many places have 

been subjected to much inconvenience and even 

ignominy. The patronage of *sovereigns and 

ruling chiefs, which in the earlier days had helped 

on the propagation of Buddhism m the country 

of its birth, gradually transferred its support to 

Hinduism so as to effect a complete reconversion 

of the people to a. more or to new adaptation ot 
that there was 

or i!' *aSB»dl%.,!w y® 

Iniiita there is indeed next to nothing 

in 'the^wayof adequate eviueuuo. 
If we content ourselves with the more or 

less hgB^wwpl* the either 

of Buddhists '"in 
of Jains in Southern India, we shall have to admit 

—om upon millions of men have been 

t burnt or, destroyed in the various dia- 

iyg| m 
Of a more mhm ^ 

ill 



or any of those parts of the country which ate fat 

removed from towns and cities. And even in 

cities the Budcflfiets, Jains and Hindus have, as a 

rule, got on w ell together for centuries 5 and the 

account we ha,ve from Hiouen Thsang of the 

relations between the various hostile religious 

sects does not forebode any such coming iter® 

as we are asked to believe as having raged bve* 

Hindustan so fiercely, under the guiding hand el 

Bhatta in the very next century. Testimony from 

unexpected quarters continues to come in our own 

days to prpve tduat a wide* fierce and relentless 

persecution for* tdae sake o£ religion could never have 

been a fact in tlie History of India; those relative¬ 

ly few cases of persecution which und^hti^y 

must have occurred were confined a» a vale to 

particular loeailrfciee, the great capital cities usually, 

and probably tso the 6 tallest blades of the field/ 

4?m Bhatta aind Sahkaua. 

On the whole, however, Bbatfca seems to have 

succeeded in converting many large provinces from 

buddhism to Vedic Hinduism; and tradition conn 

fipins, the fact of his having had a large folowing* 

he vyas ‘satisfied that his wotk 

fairly said to have raf-flyed pp ft® 
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extraordinary course of committing Himself to 

flames, of which, as has been already mentioned, 

news reached Sankara at Prayag, or, as Ohidvilasa 

has it, at Buddha or Badrapur, of which Rhadra 

Sena was the ruler at that time- Sankara has¬ 

tened to the spot, and found Bhofcta with piles 

of straw and dried sticks throwa aho*»| FW°D 

S a 



of a discussion with him, but, as Bhatta fc 

already become Half-burnt, he could not collect 

thoughts. He* therefore asked Sankara to go 

Mandana Misra. rtV>om rtirtrs rtf fKc* 

almost as good as Bhatta himself. Mand&na had 

married JBhatta’s sister and at this time was living 

at Mahishmati, tHe capital at on© tame of Magadba. 

Bhatta, alter taking leave of ail, passed away tear¬ 

ing in the minds of many people the memory of 

the work for wHich he had lired and died. 

Tragic and full of instruction this narrative un¬ 

doubtedly; sounds * but for purposes of history it is 

to be feared that*, the 'part of the etory relating to 

the meeting of Sankara and Bhatta is valueless j for 

chronology does not favour it, if we have hit Aped 

the right time for Sankara. This touching story 

then must be regarded, like many other touching 

stories, as having other uses than the historical 

This remark, However, applies only to the mm$m§ 

of the Gurus. It is in all likelihood a fact tha 

fpr his nature, so far as tradition unfolds it, se 

to' hive been, " highly emotional; and b< 

tembl%: in earnest, if he bad teen conscious 
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short of that final step would meet the needs of 

the case, he obviously was not the person to slarink 

from the ordeal. - 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE MISSION ACCOMPLISHED. 

1. Maxbaka Misba. 

now come to what apparently was the great* 

est achievement of Sankara—tlie controversy he had 

with #|tadana MSsra and Its results*, The great ela¬ 

boration of tins ovent'|n all our authorities 

is evidence of its great importance* but strangely 

enough we have not many facte given fAont it 
in a plain and acceptable manner* Leaving Pmyag, 

says Madhava, Sankara went to Mahishmati, 
where Mandana was living as chief Pandit of 

the Court and in great affluence. A fine pala- 

tial house, a number of men-servants and women- 
% 

servants, rows of parrots and other birds repeat¬ 

ing the dogmatic formula of their master,— 

ST^TTW 1cTCcT: iPTini^c’—these are enough to show how 

he #as living. Madhavafs account places the indi¬ 

dent of this controversy relatively at the beginning 
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of Sankara’s tour. Anandagiri, on the other 

hand, makes Sankara go from Kudrapur, after 

Bhatta’s self-immolation, u northward 

Vidyalaya, lying to the South-East of Hastinapura, 

and tailed at that time by the people there as Yijil 

e lived Mam 

and met him in controversy there, w hat occurred 

be that Mandana, brought up in the Karma-mi- 

mamm faith, had come to entertain a constitutional 

hatred for (who have to give up>4heir 

daily and other prescribed rites) a$ael®ss of peepl0 

who were unclean and unfit for association- And 

we are told that he was performing a Sraddha 

ceremony, when Sankara is said to have somehow 

6 dropped down* in their mid^h This \ dpipiiBg,, 

down5 of Sankara we shall eramihe#tes#nilyM,, A# 

once Mandana was wroth and a delectable ^taife 

ensued between the two, of which the following is a 

sample:—’^Whence art thou shaven i(nne)??s ttJrom 

neck upwards.” “ I asked the way by which thou 

hast managed to come.” “ And what did the wfy’ 
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answer thee?” “It answered thy mother is 

a widow.5' “ Just so ; thy mother is, therefore, 

a widow, eh f” And so on it went, grow- 

from bad to worse, till the Brahmins who 

were present there for dinner interposed and 

pacified both ! 
After this fine introduction, however, Sankara 

desired Mandana to let him have the honoter of a 

controversy with him.. And he agreeing most 

readily, they sought for an umpire. 

2. Bhabati. 

and accomplishments were very vast and many- 

sided, and whom accordingly they 

by appointing as an umpire. Each began with 

the stipulation that, in case he was defeated, he 

would take on himself the rule of life adopted by 

his opponent. In other words, Sankara, if defeated, 

agreed to marry and become a householder—the 

worst sin which a Samiyasin could commit. And 

in a similar manner, agreed to become a 

Sannyasin and receive the red-robe from the hands 

wife* And tfiem the controversy con- 

day without any Interruption. 
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Bharati, according to Madhava, did not sit and, 

listen, but was minding her household duties. At the 

outset she had thrown two gaHandS, one over the 

shoulders of each of the disputants, with a declara¬ 

tion that he whose garland should begin to fade 

first, should consider himself defeated. After 

Several days, Mandana’s garland began to fade fjh®f. 

Accordingly he owned defeat, though in a si|lTef 

mood ,* white his ,pif©^ n,oy 'S$0b, her husband 

leave' home, though we 

are not told whither to go. in all our authorities 

this lady is treated as an avatar of the goddess of 

learning, who had come down into the world by 

way of undergoing punishment for apiece of 

silliness in her heavenly abode, ^hd^'teugi^ft 

is said, at the mistake which the sage Durvasas had 

Committed while chanting the Vedas before Brahma 

and his wife in a large assembly. The sage became 

enraged at the woman who had so dared bo g^pollf 

him to ridicule ; and he prono^nce^>;4tesfHenris’ 

of earthly degradation upon her, and fnhse^Ujenf% 

after her prayers had softened his heart, he limited 

the period of her exile ! Accordingly her period of 

banishment being now over, she desired togahboA 

to her heavenly abode. It was her mission to piQ> 
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claim the omniscience of Sankara, and haring 

done it by means of her umpireship she was free 

to depart B* Santa, stopped:her from Igoing 

and begge*tto honor of haring >a d>iale<toa '» ' 

troTO'sy withfier also ; he farther solicited the 

Lta of her departing only when * shonld .gr 

to it. Both of %es? requests were g^nted o 

tan,. He now tnrned to Mandana stdl brood- 

■m over his defeat, and begged tarn to re- 

' foils'hlmsblf to the inevitable, "«“* 

M0flm himself, the reputed m or ^ 

^^S»4ms,*®o^d^,ea®re® W cheerfully 
taterpretateo.it of the Was. Mandana cheerfully 

acquiesced in his defeat, and offered to become a 

Scmnyann and follow him. But it “ 

added, Bharati now interposed and b> gg ^ 
i £ r. „ fontroversy with herself; for the favour of a controver y 
Santaa had as yet defeated but one hri 

„£ Mandana, herself being the other tott. 
i , j ,,,,(.1,™ with women, pat He ohiected. to arguing W1UU ; 

she quoted precedents. So, as before, the 

disputation went on for seventeen days. Bhara 

toying to discomfit Sankara passed from one 

J»«theri and finding at last that she could no 

taflttl a defeat on him loany other science, she 
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resolved to humble him by means of the Science 

of Love or Kama-sastra. 

3, Safkaba's togio Adyeijtubes. 

Now Sankara had not had the experience 

needed to answer questions on this science, 

and so found that his reputation as well as the 

consequent victory of his cause was at stake. , So 

he begged of her an interval of one month for 

preparation to meet her in argument, which being 

allowed, he went to the banks of the Narmada; 

and in the hole of a tree in some forest there he 

left h,js body in hiding, and asked some of his dis¬ 

ciples to keep watch over it while the living soul was 

away from it. Then by means of his yogie powers 

he separated his soul from that body 

came upon the _ dead body of a King Amaruka, 

which was about to be committed to flames, and en¬ 

tered it. The king rose and all the town rejoiced. 

However, in a short while, the ministers 

as the queens of the late king found some things 

extraordinary about their restored sovereign, a0| 

suspected that the soul of some Mahatman had come 

to live in the body of their master. , So messengers 

were secretly sent to search for a human body 

hidden in lonely forests or caves,' and to burn 
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when found, so that che Mahatmcm might remain 

with them and the king continue to live for a long 

time. Meanwhile Sankara in the body of the king 

was acquiring the experiences of love with Ms 

queens and was recording those experiences in a 

treatise which has come down to us under the 

name of Amarulca-satalca. And in the, midst of 

these lovely women and their blandishmGuts, he 

fprgot his pi omise to his disciples about his' going 

hack to them ; and ’the month agreed upon soon 

passed, away. The disciples then began to search 

for him ; and bearing the miraculous resurrection 

of Amaruka, they went to bis city, sought audience 

with the king, and sang a few philosophic songs 

which at once roused the memory qf,,(Sankara.1 

Then they hastened to the place Vifeftdthe body 

'^JBmthftMs time the messen¬ 

gers of the king had found it out and had just 

begun to set fire to it. The unattached soul of 

Sankara now hastened back and entered his own 

body in this perilous condition. He then prayed 

to Vishnu conceived as Hrisimhato help him, which 

tending; do#n a timely shower of rain 

4%^ dames. ' Sankara was now in his 

* 
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4. The Cohyebsion oe iU^psFi, 

,' Th® Heal Bharati. , ■ r ' , 

This rather “ long and' totei* ’ of 

HahiAiaf® frc0jpwer^otoi, has beep g$ye®i in/jisfer 

may hoi#' examine it so as to find out 

what it was that exactly occurred 5.lor thetft 0ar*> 

tainly must be some trHtlb&fe rf 

strange story which has been herh'lrtunii^^#'*1'1^ 

first sight it seems so full of incredible details and 

distortions that one is tempted to reject the whole 

4f;>|^ ’da ;h'%ibshfH of fictitious f&ntifiilnese* Bubo®. 

points aadF^raab. 

are (1) the incidents relating^ tb # 

known as Bharati, and (2) the yogic <% 

tradition is unanimous 

that she was -i|eal%‘,'a gifted lady, well versed in the 

Bastras and a fitting companion to 'toe^t*thtshb 

Pandit Mandana Misra. The theory of her being 

an avatar of the Goddess of Learning fs evidently 

an invention ’t>f a/^Jfegter generation intended ‘to 

,;tft$f"try to realise to 0 
stakce^bfr’Ii^cStoi f Bharati 
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adopted, for though, with the donning of the red 

robe, Mandana had become dead to her as husband, 

she was indeed very wise m following him and 

Sankara m the capacity of a devoted disciple. Lastly 

her noble and resigned life in her later days and her 

peaceful end at Srmgeri added lustre to her repu¬ 

tation for uncommon learning and wise accom¬ 

plishments, and formed the ground-work of the 

admiration, which may even now be observed in a 

Concrete form m the temple that has been so 

worthily dedicated to her at Srmgeri. Indeed there 

cannot be much doubt that Sankara’s revival of 

Vedantic Hinduism in India is largely indebted to 

this famous and venerable lady, although we can¬ 

not now measure accurately the value of her 

contribution to the cause of progressive Hinduism 

m her days. To place her on the pedestal of im¬ 

mortal glory, it is enough for us to know that 

Sankara considered her to be worthy of worship 

and reverential commemoration. 

5. The Togic Mihaole Examined. 

If we are prepared to admit that this view is 

the most probable one m regard to Bharati, then 

the yogic adventures of Sankara have to be similar¬ 

ly examined. The possibility of one man’s soul 
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entering at his own pleasure the body of another 

man is not granted by modern science. The 

question of the*reality of the soul itself is one on 

which modern psychology has not as yet pro¬ 

nounced any conclusive opinion. The experi¬ 

mental psychology of the Indian Yoga seems, 

nevertheless, to be rational enough in leading us 

to the proof of the reality of the soul. But all 

those wonder-working Yogic powers, which are 

amply described m Hindu, Jam, and Buddhistic 

writings, are things about which the best attitude 

now is one of suspended judgment. Accordingly the 

whole story of the transference of Sankara’s soul 

into Amaruka’s body has to be rejected as being 

undemonstrable. And the motive assigned for this 

adventure is after all very poor and inconsistent 

with the learning and subsequent conduct of 

Bharati. In so treating this question of soul- 

transference it is not meant to condemn the 

philosophy or the psychology or the practice of 

Yoga as being in itself impossible—that will be 

going out of the way and highly presumptuous. 

With all the deference due to those who believe 

in yoga, however, we may say that the works 

of the Teacher are miraculous enough to satisfy 
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the most exacting expectations of the most ardent 

admirer. 

The result of Sankara’s advent *to Makishmati 

was not merely that Mandana was converted, but 

that the king and his court were likewise convert¬ 

ed so as to follow his doctrines. Dor Sankara, 

while emphasising jnanct or knowledge of the 

Supreme Spirit as the chief object of man’s endea¬ 

vours here on earth, did not go to the length of 

rejecting all the other means of attaining the 

summum bonum, as Bhatta and other controversia¬ 

lists had egotistically done before. This spirit of 

compromise, in all likelihood, made his work easier ; 

for there was but little revolutionary in his conten¬ 

tions. The lovers of ceremonialism were allowed 

to go on with their Karmas—only the spirit 

which underlay the doing of them had to become 

different. 

6. Tour through the Dakkan Districts. 

Having done such work at Mahishmati, 

Sankara left with his disciples for the South of 

India, and passed through Maharashtra preaching 

his doctrines wherever he went. He denounced 

all vacked practices, and sent forth disciples, 

where he could not go himself, to spread the light 
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o£ the Vedanta. A class of Brahmins here wor¬ 

shipped Siva under the name of Mallari, and 

religiously honoured and exalted the position ot 

the dog, which was the animal that this Gfod 

loved to ride on. Vedic texts such as 

were quoted to support it. 

But Sankara could easily prove that they were 

hopelessly in the wrong and show them that the 

dog, being an unclean animal, did not deserve any 

worship. Malian is even now known to be the 

tutelary deity of many Mahratta families, and at 

the festival of Dasara that deity receives special 

worship at their hands. But his dog or dogs are 

not heard of m our days as objects of w'orship. 

There were likewise KapaliJcas whom Sankara 

encountered. ffrom one of them he seems to have 

had a narrow escape. The favourite deity of the 

Kapahhas is Bhairava, the Destroyer, who has 

a peculiar fondness for the heads of learned 

Brahmins, the more learned and pious, the 

better ! Such a head presented to him streaming 

with warm blood is conceived to be the most 

acceptable offering. A section of Mahratta 

Brahmins of the name of Karcidis have had a bad 

reputation among the people of South India tor 
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catching stray pilgrims from the South to Benares 

and, after fattening them for a whole year, offer¬ 

ing them to Durga in sacrifice at the close of the 

Dasara as an acceptable and a highly valuable 

offering. This charge against them is nothing 

new, and it was m all likelihood a Karcuh Bralnnm 

of these parts that approached (Sankara at this 

time with the object of sacrificing him to Kali. 

There is nothing unique about this belief in 

human sacrifice, for history has known it all over 

the world in very many repulsive and piteous 

forms. 

Madhava says that the Kapalilra approached 

Sankara and begged for his head as a gift, employ¬ 

ing certain sophistries of Aclwaitism to prove that 

Sankara could not lose anything by the loss of the 

head, while he himself gamed thereby the highest 

object of his attainment Sankara agreed and asked 

him to come and take it, while he was alone and 

was absorbed in contemplation. Accordingly the 

Kapaltka went and was just aiming the fatal blow, 

when Padmapada, who then arrived, caught hold 

of his uplifted arm, knocked him down and killed 

him with his own weapon. Madhava in relating 

this lulling of the KajjahJca says that the spirit of 
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the fierce Grod Narasimha was then on Padraapada, 

and that Sankara finding out what had taken place 

managed to papify the infuriated disciple. 

7. The Seinoeei Mutt. 

Then he travelled to the South till he reached the 

source of the Tungabhadra, where he stopped and 

built a temple, w-hich he dedicated to the Goddess 

of Learning. Under the name of Sarada that god¬ 

dess is to this day the presiding deity of the 

temple there. Chidvdasa says that he was helped 

in this work by a local chief of the name of Yira- 

Sena. To the temple he attached a Mutt and 

placed the most learned of his disciples, Mandana, 

at its head, with the name of Sureswara Acharya, 

by which name he is still known in the records of 

that Mutt This institution is “ the Snngeri Mutt 

of to-day, perhaps the most richly endowed and 

the most widely honoured of South Indian Religi¬ 

ous Institutions. 

Madhava here gives an account of the daily monas¬ 

tic life of Sankara, w Inch is just what one finds in 

Motts even in our own days—with this exception 

thattheie was then much original teaching and 

composition going on therein, because of the pre¬ 

sence of the Pounder of a new School of Philosophy. 
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8. Tbe gloss of Padmapada. 

In connection with the work ot religious and 

philosophic teaching here at Srmgeri, we come 

upon an exhibition of jealousy among the disciplos. 

Even in matters which the Guru might view as 

peculiarly his own, he did not always find it possible 

to have his own way. At this time Sankara was 

desirous that his commentary on the Vedanta- 

Sutras should have a gloss added to it to prevent 

misconception and to supply ellipses He seems to 

have felt convinced that Mandana’s learning had 

fitted him best for this task, and he therefore 

asked hnn to carry it out. At once Sankara's other 

disciples set up Padmapada, the earliest and un¬ 

doubtedly the most devoted of his followers, to do 

the same work. They argued plausibly enough that 

Mandana’s conversion was on account of his defeat 

in controversy, and was not therefore the result of 

hearty conviction. They feared that his gloss 

might prove dangerous to Sankara’s system, for he 

might unconsciously or even deliberately show 

leanings towards the faith in which he had been 

brought up before. They therefore thought that 

Padmapada should be asked to do it, for his devo¬ 

tion to the Guru had been well tested and he had 
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had all the teachings of the Guru imparted to him 

thrice over by the Guru himself. Although he 

was born a PmbhaJcara he had been well enough 

weaned from his earlier faith even m his youth ; and 

had therefore, as they contended, become worthy 

of the honor and trust implied in the permission 

granted to annotate the Gurus works Padmapada, 

however, suggested Anandagin or Hastamalaka ,who 

had joined Sankara in his tour through Maharash¬ 

tra, m order that he himself might appear less 

selfish in the eyes of his teacher. Sankara felt 

perplexed and vexed. He felt sure that Mandana 

was, by his intimate knowledge of the strong and 

weak points of the Karma-mimamsa philosophy, 

the best fitted among his disciples , yet ‘in this great 

undertaking, he did not want to go against the wishes 

of the majority among them.’ So he suffered 

Padmapada to do the work m spite of his own mis¬ 

givings, and was really sorry that his great commen¬ 

tary had to lose the benefit of the gloss of so valu¬ 

able a scholar as Mandana. To console the latter, 

however, Sankara allowed him to annotate his 

commentaries on the chief Upanishads and also to 

compose one or two original works. This unseemly 

quarrel shows the spirit of the age and the suspicion 
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which ever haunts the faithful in full proportion 

to the intensity of their faith. It seems to be the 

curse from which the followers of no9great religious 

teacher can be said to have been free. The reader 

of the Bible will easily recollect the quarrel among 

the disciples of Christ tor precedence. 

Padmapada then annotated his master's com¬ 

mentary on the Pcdanta-Sutras, and in doing 

it he exposed the flaws of the Prabhahara 

school of the Purva-nmnamsa to ridicule over and 

over again. He seems to have been ‘ a vain man ’; 

for, having done this woik, he asked the Guru’s 

permission to go to Haines war—perhaps to parade 

his learning in the land of his birth. The permis¬ 

sion being given, he went to Chidambaram (his 

‘ native place’ according to Chidvilasa), which was 

at that time the strong-hold of the Prabhahara taith. 

Here Padmapada stayed with his uncle, who was 

still a follower of the Prabhahara faith. This 

person happening to read portions of his nephew'’s 

gloss on Sankara’s great commentary resolved to 

wreak his vengeance on the manuscript. And 

Padmapada, having m a moment of weakness agreed 

to leave his books behind him, and set out for Hames- 

war, in his absence the uncle contrived to consign 
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the books to the flame On the nephew’s return, he 

ot course expressed great sorrow for the mishap. 

Padmapada was at a loss to know how then to 

proceed and^ was not sure if: he could do the work 

again so well. It is added that his uncle had also 

had the villany to drug him with a view to spoil 

his intelligence. He at last returned with a droop¬ 

ing heart and joined his master once again. 



CHAPTER V, 6 

LAST DAYS. 

1. SINKARa’S MOTHER—HER DEATH AHD THE 

EIJNERAL RITES, 

And now we come to the most pathetic part of 

Sankara’s life. Tradition is unanimous herein, and 

there is nothing in the narrative to make it in it¬ 

self improbable Some time after Padmapada left 

for Rameswar, Sankara, either longing to see his 

mother or having had news conveyed to him of 

the declining state of her health, left his disciples 

behind at Snngeri, and went apparently all alone 

to Kaladi. His mother was then bed-ridden, and 

was of course exceedingly glad to see hnn. He 

touched her feet in reverence—setting the rules 

of Sannycisa at defiance. Being very ill and her 

thoughts all turned to the other world, she desired 

her son, whose tame had doubtless reached her ears, 

to discourse to her on things that would bestow 
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peace and salvation on her soul. He began to 

preach to her his high philosophy, evidently 

underrating the*difSculties in comprehending it. So 

the mother desired him to tell her of things which 

she could easily understand Accordingly he 

glorified Siva in a hymn of praise composed by 

himself The messengers of Siva soon made their 

appearance, but their terrific shapes were too much 

for her and she refused to go along with them to 

the world of Siva. Then Sankara praised Vishnu 5 
and his messengers coming down in bright and 

agreeable forms, she blessed her son, gave up her 

body ana went along with them to the abode of 

Vishnu. 

The mother being dead, Sankara sought to ful¬ 

fil the promise he had made to her at the time of his 

renunciation, and desired to perform her funeral 

rites himself. This however was not easy, for the 

whole Agrahara opposed it as being against the 

Smriiis and established practice; and Nambudris, of 

all the orthodox people in the world, are the last to 

suffer any deviation from the clerical law to occur m 

their midst unopposed. If Sankara was a Sannyasm, 

as he said he was,he had nothing to do with fune¬ 

ral rites; and if he persisted in performing them, he 
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was clearly an impostor in the garb of a Sannyasm, 

and must be hunted like a heretic and sinner. Arguing 

the affair in this manner, the relatives of Sankara 

held aloof ; and in spite of his entreaties they would 

neither help him to remove the dead body, nor, as 

tradition pathetically adds, let him have any fire to 

burn it with. Unable to soften their hearts, he re¬ 

solved to do the rites without any body’s help ; and 

girding himself, he bore the body of his mother to 

the back-yard of the house, and making there a pyre 

with dried sticks he laid the body on it, made fire for 

the cremation and performed all the rites pertaining 

to that funeral ceremony. Tradition further adds 

that unable to remove the body entire, he cut it 

and removed the pieces one by one—and, having 

found only stems of the plantain tree for fuel, he 

exercised his divine pow er and set them on fire. 

2. Remarks thereon. 

The funeral rites being over, he sought to find 

some means of revenging himself on his heart¬ 

less relatives. Madhava adds an apology for 

this fit of anger, and says—‘ Although some of 

the deeds of the great do not seem to conform 

to Sasti me rules ordinarily observed, such persons 

are not to be censured on that account’ Sankara 
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is said to have persuaded the local chief to issue an 

edict prohibiting those relatives from chanting the 

Vedas and thus making them unfit to entertain 

8annyasins as guests. They were further compelled 

to set apart in each Illam a corner of its ou n com¬ 

pound to burn the dead of the family, and to see 

that every dead body should be cut into parts and 

then burnt ! 

Now it cannot be denied that Hindu Princes 

have often issued edicts, changing religious and 

social practices or the status ot particular classes 

among their subjects There are many historic 

cases to illustrate this. Indeed there would have 

been nothing strange in what this local chief 

is alleged to have done at the instigation of Sankara, 

if v e can be sure that he m fact had sufficient 

influence for it at the court of this local chieftain. 

But, beyond the bare mention of a ‘ Raja^ekhara ’ 

referred to just before the Guru's renuncia¬ 

tion, who on one occasion at that period is 

said to have gone to the young Brahmin to 

have a view of one whose great learning had 

already begun to be noised abroad, Madhava tells 

us little from which Sankara’s influence at his court 

may well be estimated. Accordingly the whole 

5 
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question of this supposed edict looks suspicious 

for want of conclusive evidence. It is a tact, how¬ 

ever, which might interest many readers, that the 

Nambudris continue to this day the formality of 

mangling the dead bodies of their relations before 

they are removed to the place ot cremation. A 

kmte is made just to touch the various joints of the 

body. It is also a fact m most, if not all, the lUams 

ot the Nambudris that a corner of their spacious 

compound serves as the cremation ground of the 

family. And lastly it is a fact also that some 

among the Nambudris do not learn how to chant 

the Vedas. If called on to explain the origin of 

any of these practices, they repeat the story of 

the edict and say that the observances have conti¬ 

nued so long as to become included in tlieir 

smntis. 

The tale relating to the funeral rites makes 

it clear that Sankara failed to become a prophet 

in his own land. There is but one difficulty 

however m the way of our admitting the whole of 

this story as true. Tor, if Sankara’s name and fame 

had spread so far and so wide, as we may naturally 

infer from the story of his tour and his controver¬ 

sies as recorded, it certainly looks very odd that. 
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during the whole of this troublous period of his 

mother’s funeral ceremonies, thete was not a single 

disciple by hi in*to help him This difficulty Madhava 

avoids by representing that Sankara left every 

one of his disciples behind, and hastened to his 

mother’s home on learning that she was seriously 

ill. Perhaps Anandagiri is right m placing the 

incident of the death of Sankara’s mother at an 

earlier period in his life 

Viewed as a whole the narrative ielating to the 

funeral rites of Sankara's mother is exceedingly 

instructive as an act of rare filial affection, furnish¬ 

ing to common men one of the best illustrations of 

the moral beauty and sublimity which are to be 

found m the noble duty of a man having to honour 

the sacred memory of his mother 

3. Tour through tiie East Coast Districts. 

■Returning to Sringen, he set out some time after- 

w ards with a large number of followers on a tour 

through the Eastern coast, stopping m important 

centres of learning, in the capitals of kings and 

places of pilgrimage, to preach his doctrines and to 

condemn whatever wicked practices were therein 

prevalent. At Puri he established a Mutt w hieh still 

goes by the name of GovarJJian Mutt. Con]eevaram 
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seems at that time to have been a stronghold of 

Saltan, whom Sankara is said to have argued out ol 

their abominations. He putified theif temples ; and 

the pie-eminence, which the goddess Kamakshi of 

Kanchi and Mmakshi of Madura have to this day 

preserved, would seem to bear out the prevalence 

at one time of Sakti-vvorsnip in all these regions 

and its purification under Brahminical influence. 

But it is perhaps dangerous to theorise too mucli. 

We are briefly told that in the course of this tour 

the kings of the Chola and Pandya kingdoms were 

won over. The net result ot the tour was that; 

the abominations of the SalUas, Gaaapatyas, Kapci- 

UJcas and the rest ot their tribe received a severe 

check ; and permanent arrangements were made at 

Srmgeri to periodically attack the centres of immoral 

and unholy religious rites so as to chase them 

away altogether m due course. This tour of re¬ 

formation and religious purification it must have 

lasted fairly long. 

4. Pinal toue ihbough Hindustan. 

At length, after making arrangements to carry on 

his missionary work in the South and after firmly 

establishing the Sringeri Mutt with a proper staff, 

Sankara left once again for the North. Passing 
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through the Beravs lie stopped for some tune at 

TJj]ain. Prom the Mer/haduta of Kalidasa, as well 

as from other Sources, we learn that some kind of 

Saiva worship was prevalent heie, which apparently 

needed the shedding of a good deal of the blood 

of sacrificial victims. Madhava calls the devotees 

of this deity by the name of Bhairavas ; and with 

this sect Sankara began to argue and denounce 

their iniquities, which roused the mob there, whose 

leader was significantly called Krakncha, winch 

means a saw. Madhava brings in here once again 

King Sudhanvan w ho has already been mentioned. 

The fact seems to be that Sankara first won over the 

local chief to Ins faith, and with his help put dow n 

the atrocities of the Bhairavas by force, when per¬ 

haps argument had proved to be of no avail with 

them. Thence he passed on to Gfuzarat and there at 

Dwaraka established a Matt which is in existence 

even now and has some following He then tra¬ 

velled along the course of the Granges, in which 

journey he is said to have won victories in contro¬ 

versy over many great personages such as Bhaskara, 

Bana, Dandin, Mayura and others. But if the date 

we have accepted is the correct one for Sankara, 

many of the»e controversial victories have to be 
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treated as im entions Be is also said to have gone 

to Kashmir to win the famous Seat of Learning 

there, which was meant as a prize th the wisest? of 

men; and this information is useful perhaps &s 

showing that Buddhists could be found largely in 

the Himalayan regions in Sankara’s days. 

5 Abuinayv Gupta— Sankara’s .end. 

The last controversial victory which seems to 

hare much to support its reality was at Kamrup, 

or G-auhati as it is now called, in Assam, where 

Sankara triumphed over the Salcta commentator 

Abhmava Gupta. This man felt his defeat so 

keenly that he resolved to be somehow revenged on 

his opponent. Accordingly he utilised Ins know¬ 

ledge of Black Magic, and by means of it caused 

Sankara to be afflicted until a very serious form 

of hemorrhoids ; and though he did not care for 

it for a while, the disciples who were doing Inim 

personal service saw that the disease was growing 

upon him ; and they are said to have consulted 

many doctors and tried many prescriptions in vain. 

At length a messenger from Siva came and reveal¬ 

ed the secret. At once Padmapada was wroth, and 

being a clever hand himself in the Black Art, he 
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soon undid Gupta’s evil work and Sankara became 

well as before. 

Although \\e are told that Sankara thus got 

well, what followed soon after shows that the 

disease must have severely told on him, and that 

there was only some temporary relief, during 

which he managed to go to Badari and establish 

a Mutt there as well as build a temple to Nara- 

yana. After this he retired to Kedarnath. And 

here in his thirty second year, as it is stated by 

Madhava and several others, or in his thirty-eighth, 

year as another tradition has it (which latter is 

accepted by the present writer,) the great Teacher 

passed away in the year A. D. 828. 



CHAPTER VI. 

THE WORK OF SANKARA. 

1. THE MUTTS. 

It is not proposed in this sketch to trace the 

fortunes of Sankara’s system in times later than his 

own, or those of his successors at the various Mutts 

established by him. In the first place the materials 

are not available for it; and in the next such a des¬ 

cription is outside our limits. It is enough for our 

purpose to say that the four Mutts we have inciden¬ 

tally mentioned continue to exist in greater or less 

affluence even now, after having had their usual ups 

and downs in the course of about twelve historic 

centuries The Srmgeri Mutt, m our own parts, 

knew very bright days during the beginning and 

early development of the Vijianagar Kingdom, but 

it is to be feared that even this Mutt has got but few 

valuable records to enable one to write its history. 

These Mutts, though founded by the same 

Teacher and for the same purpose, have had but 

little connection with each other, administrative, 
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social or religious. But at the same time there lias 

been no rivalry known between any two of them, 

India having apparently proved wide enough tor all 

oi them to work smoothly on. Theie has been but 

one small secession m the South caused by the 

establishment of a Alult now’ at Kurnbhakonam, 

w’hich has a limited following in Tanjore and the 

adjoining parts. That this Kurnbhakonam Mutt is 

comparatively modern, appears to be probable 

though its exact age cannot be well ascertained. 

2. The Cardinal Doctrine oe Sankara 

and its Genesis. 

It is now’ our business to examine the net re¬ 

sult of Sankara’s life and labours. We have 

already taken note of wdiat the tune wras that 

was haunting millions of ears about his time. 

We saw how Buddhism rose from the Upctni- 

shacls, grew, and after a long life decayed in the 

land of its birth. It is often said that Buddhism 

disappeared from India by persecution. We have 

ample testimony, however, to prove that this per¬ 

secution is a myth. Buddhism simply lost itself in 

the revived Hinduism A long course of peace¬ 

ful life side by side certainly led to many silent 

assimilations and natural borrowings—the practical 
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abolition of animal sacrifices, the gorgeous and 

elaborate festivals and piocessions, the owning of 

Buddha as an avatar of Vishnu, beifig some ot those 

that lie on the surface. On the side of thought 

this process culminated in the practical accept¬ 

ance and wide adoption of the Bhagavadgita 

and its most comprehensive philosophy, vshich, 

unlike the old ‘ exclusive ’ tehgion of the Vedas, 

may be followed and practised by all classes of 

people. Furthermore the most prominent failings 

of Buddhism came to be noted and guarded against 

to save Hinduism from a like fate For instance, 

the Bhalii-Marga or the path of love and devotion 

to God, as explained in some of the most eloquent 

passages ot the Bhagavata or Vishait-Paraiia, is an 

open protest against the atheism ot Buddhists. 

A.gain, while orders ot monks were being slowly 

organised in imitation oi Buddhists, care was taken 

to rigorously exclude women trom them. 

Having been born and brought up amidst such 

circumstances, Sankara soon carved out for himself 

at a very early stage ot las life a clear and definite 

course. It was to give a common basis to the most 

prevalent forms of the Yedic faith and to reconcile 

all these to a cardinal co-ordinating idea. Hence 



arose his Pantheism, which .sees the (Threat Eirst 

Cause, the Essence ot Intelligence, everywhere 

about us and lfl us. With the help ul this doctiiue, 

supported as it is by man\ Tedic texts, it u us easy 

for his master-mind to show, vheieier he went, 

that the current religious sects w ere all narrow and 

illogical, and that it properly understood there was 

no real antagonism at all between the ri\al sects 

and no good ground tor the rise ot had blood in 

practice of religion and the contemplation ot phi¬ 

losophy. 

3. Ti-le End visd -lue Mbvn&. 

Eor our immediate pm pose, we must be satisfied 

with a bare statement of his chief doctrines. lie 

started with the h\ potheus of a Maijn or Avidi)a, 

an Ignorance which is objective Nothing really 

exists but the Supieme Spirit, so that what is eom- 

monly called Nature (animate and inanimate) is but 

an illusion and a dream, caused by this Igno¬ 

rance which surrounds the Supreme Spirit, and 

hides It, ££ even as the smoke that rises from the 

fire hides the blaze tor a time.’' Phenomena appear 

real, tor the same reason that things seen in a dream 

are real so long as the dream lasts, or for the reason 

that the mother-of-pearl is mistaken tor silver or a 
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piece of rope for a snake until the illusion goes away. 

The business of life is therefore to cast off the gross 

sheaths that surround the spirit within us, and to 

realise its identity with the Supreme Spirit. The 

chief means of attaining this end is the cultivation 

of true knowledge, that is, the study of the Vedanta 

and the incessant contemplation of its teachings. 

Special emphasis had to be laid on this means, as 

Sankara had found that Bhatta had 1 bent the bow 

too much on the other side' and held that the purely 

physical Karma or going tin ough a round of i itualis- 

tic formalities was alone sufficient to secure salva 

tion. In all doctrinal passages therefore he gives 

prominence to the acquisition of Yedantic know¬ 

ledge But it does not mean that he rejected the 

other means, tor he accepted the Karmic road also 

as a way to take the soul finally to the goal. 

Again, nowhere in his writings is he more eloquent 

than in his songs m exemphtieation and praise of 

the BhaLti-Marga. 

The Supieme Spirit of Sankara is free from all real 

attributes, and the only positive statement that can 

be made about it is that It is and is the Essence of 

Intelligence and Bliss. This has led the author of 

Jlaaimaii/an to say that he has called JSTothmgness 

l 
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by the name of Brahman, and a recent w nter to 

declare that ‘ he retained the name of God to save 

his religion from becoming Buddhistic atheism. 

Now it cannot be denied that Buddhistic phi¬ 

losophy had considerable effect on him. though 

it is hard to measure the extent of that influence. 

But in every sensible statement of Sankara's teach¬ 

ings one sees Pantheism and not Atheism govern¬ 

ing them And Pantheism and Atheism must 

always be poles apart, state it how we will 

The end of man being the realisation of the 

identity of his own spirit with the Supreme Spirit, 

and the study of Yedanta and the contemplation of 

its teachings being the best means of attaining it, 

Sankara also recommended less difficult paths of 

salvation for such people as are not fitted for that 

kind of self-realisation. The practice of self-denial 

and of other moral virtues, devotion to God and the 

careful discharge of each man’s duties, as ordained 

by the scriptures, are declared by him to be preli¬ 

minaries to acquiring in due course the needed mo¬ 

ral competency for the study of the Vedanta and 

the realisation of its ideals. Man is to do his 

secular as well as teligious duties, not because it 

will give him good things here or in the other 
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world, as Bhatta had said, bat because they have 

to be done , and at every step the Vedantist is 

called upon to bear m mind thes# woids of the 

Giia :—“The master ot the sacrifice, who is Brah¬ 

man, has thrown into the sacrificial fire which is 

Brahman, the sacrificial rice which is Brahman, for 

the satisfaction ot Brahman ; and that which that 

master wants to attain is likewise Brahman ! ’’ 

This comprehensive and pantheistic basis en¬ 

abled the hitherto hostile sects to worship each its 

own deity as betore, while it showed at the same 

time conclusive reasons tor mutual toleration and 

triendhness. Sankaia’s mission looked at thus was 

therefore not to destroy but to tulfil, 1 for it was 

by no means suppression ot acts ot outward devo¬ 

tion nor ot the preterential worship of any acknow¬ 

ledged pre-eminent Deity. So when the admission 

was made that Brahman was the Supreme Spirit, 

the First Cause as distinct from Siva or Vishnu, 

the Teacher left undisturbed, having regard to human 

frailties, the observance ot such rites and worship ot 

such deities as are either prescribed by the Vedas or 

of works not incompatible with their authority.’ Of 

these deities five had already become recognised as 

deserving worship at the hands of every Vedic sect 
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—the Bhcigavata for instance mentions it—and the 

worshippers or these five comprised the bulk oi 

the people, though each sect was sub-divided into a 

large number of mutually repellant groups. They 

were the Sun, Arabika (Sakti), Vishnu, G-anapati 

and Siva. Everywhere at the conclusion of the 

controversy, the precept given was the same—offer 

worship to the five Gods This was how Sankara 

sought to unite these enemies and to counteract 

their ‘ particularism tendencies. It never occurred to 

him to talk as the advocates of some militant faiths 

have done, to claim all wisdom for himself and locate 

all tolly in his opponents, crediting them with noth¬ 

ing but folly. It is tor the candid reader to judge 

whether the result has justified the founder’s 

expectations, and whether his measures have 

softened sectarian bigotry and the consequent 

rise of bad blood. 

4. His Method. 

As his plans were moderate and conciliatory, so 

was his method agreeable and perhaps about the 

best to be employed m such matters. Anandagiri is 

specially valuable m giving us a fair idea of what this 

method was. Wherever he went, he asked the 

leaders of thought who opposed him to state their 
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case and explain their doctrines and practices. 

Alter they did it, he began to point out how far he 

could go with them—and in the “’case ot most of 

them he could go with them some way, as they had 

based their faith on the authonty of the Vedas. 

Next came the points of difference—philosophic as 

well as practical. Those who quoted stray senten¬ 

ces (as the Mallan-uorshippers did) from the 

Yedas in support of their objectionable doctrines 

or practices, he could answer by quite a host of 

passages against them, and those who had based 

their evil doings on Smritis were told that it was a 

well-understood axiom that, as against Srutis, 

Smritis could not stand, that as against Smritis 

Purcinas could not stand. One or two smalt instan¬ 

ces must suffice to illustrate Sankara’s method. The 

champion ot Sun-worship argued that that luminary 

was Supreme Spirit, because a well-known text 

said—“ This Sun is Brahman.’’ But Sankara 

could quote a number ot texts to the contrary, 

for instance, one which runs—“ The Sun shines 

from fear of this (Brahman)or again—“The 

Sun, the Moon, .all shine with the light borrow¬ 

ed from this Supreme Light,” and so on. 

The worshippers of Siva or Vishnu or Gfanapati 
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could leceiie no support from the Yedas, and the 

authority of the Yedas herein was supreme, and 

passage after passage followed in defence of this 

position. No wonder that, with tins land ol tact 

as well as argument, he was able to influence 

thoughtful people everywhere How different 

from the method which has been pursued by 

many another teacher in India, and from the one 

which is being pursued by our Padri friends and 

people of their likeness ? These latter begin wher¬ 

ever they goby arrogating to themselves the whole 

truth and nothing but the truth, leaving with a 

unique impartiality to their opponents, the whole 

of the error and nothing but error. 

5 His Chief Practical Keforms. 

We might now take a rapid survey of the chief 

practical reforms w Inch the Guru was able to 

effect either himself directly, or through the agency 

of his successors working on the lines sketched out 

by him. They are, from one point of view, of gieater 

interest to us than his doctnnes which can, at all 

times, be understood and utilised only by a few. It 

might be that Sankara did not accomplish all the re¬ 

forms ascribed to him during the short period of his 

mission, but that lie sketched the lines on which 

6 
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his successors worked. But it might also be that 

those days were more plastic than onr own, be¬ 

cause Hinduism was then living In closer con¬ 

tact with an aggressive offspring of its own, which 

had even in its early days achieved astounding suc¬ 

cess. Then again both Buddhistic and Hindu kings 

were freely issuing edicts introducing changes in 

faith and in social practice. People therefore in 

those days and even long after Sankara’s time 

could have had no idea of the process of crystalli¬ 

sation that has come upon our life since ; and be¬ 

ing accustomed to changes, gentle as well as vio¬ 

lent, they easily suffered their practices to change, 

wherever there was any need for it. At all events 

the thinking people had not in those days been 

brought up m the belief that the world had never 

changed and that every local practice had remain¬ 

ed ■just what it was in the days of Manu ! 

According to our authorities the chief reforms 

with which Sankara concerned himself were the 

following:— 

(1) Prohibition of marking the body with hot 

metallic designs. Readers can easily understand 

what this means. The Sri-Yaishnavas and Mad la¬ 

vas continue to this day to mark every one among 
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them on the shoulders and elsewhere with the de¬ 

signs ot the conch and disc ot Vishnu. Ananda- 

gin makes agteat deal too much of this reform, 

and Madhava likewise lays much stress on it. 

(2) No sects that Sankaia had to contend 

against were found to have fallen so low m morality 

as the Saktas and the Bhairavas. The former in 

these days are happily found but in few localities, 

Assam being the most prominent of them, and the 

Coromandel coast showing stray cases here and 

there. The sect is, as is well known, ‘ divided 

against itself,3 and the Vamachara or left-handed 

variety of it is the most loathsome form that 

religion has ever assumed. The DaJcshmacliam or 

right-handed variety has been influenced by the 

superior moral atmosphere surrounding it, so as to 

make its once detestable practices comparatively in¬ 

nocent ‘ to suit the iron age of Kali3 If m our own 

days the abominations of the Saktas have learned 

to hide their heads m shame and are found only in 

some dark corners, no small part of the credit is 

due to the chastening influence of Sankara’s teach¬ 

ing and his earnest endeavour to put evil down. 

He also fought against the hideous worshippers 

of Gfanapati whose rituals decency forbids us to 
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describe. In both these cases, the actual worship 

of Sakti and of Gfanapati was retained, but the 

abominations connected therewith were condemned 

and abolished. 

(3) If he used arguments against the Saktas, he 

did not hesitate to use force, wherever he could, 

against the Bhairavas or Kapahkas, who in any age 

and under any circumstances would deserve that or 

even worse treatment. Although we may make large 

allowances in their favour, the account \ie have of 

their ways is so horrid and detestable that no one 

can have anything but piaise to offer to Sankara 

for his labours against this pestilential religious 

sect 

6 S4NKABITE MONKS. 

Lastly, he organised Mutts and organised ten 

definite orders of Sannijasms „ under the name Da»- 

namis, probably in imitation of similar Buddhistic 

organisations. The continuation of the Mutts was 

provided for by the institution of a succession of 

Snnnyasin chiefs, while their safety was entrusted 

to neighbouring rulers who had usually become 

converts to the new faith The Dasaaniisadd at the 

end of their names any one of the following suffixes, 

Saraswati, Bharciti, Pun, Giri, Iv'thci Asraiaci,! ana, 
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Aran if a, Parvata and Sagara. This list is given 

occasionally m slightly altered forms. Some of 

the Sannyaszni at the head of the Snngen Mutt have 

been Bharatis (the present incumbent is also one), 

and there was at least one A rang a m Vidjmianya. 

These Sannyasms are recruited from all castes, 

and some rise to become Ativarnasramis (superior 

to caste observances), and dine with all classes of 

people without suffering for it in the estimation of 

the ‘high born.’ Perhaps this is due to the silent 

influence of the Buddhistic rules which from 

their very beginning had forbidden caste scruples 

within the monasteries. The Paramahamsas repre¬ 

sent the highest of these grades, and one can 

attain this grade only by a long course of holy life 

and the gathering of Yedantic knowledge. In other 

words, men rise to be Paramahamsas by merit 

and Sankara’s writings invariably have the follow¬ 

ing colophon :-s-“Thus is this finished which has 

been composed by Sankara Bhagavatpada, the best 

of peripatetic teachers of the grade of Paramahamsas 

and the disciple of Sri Govinda Bhagavatpada.” 

Profiting by the lessons which the Buddhistic in¬ 

clusion of women as Panvrajtlcas in the body of 

ordained ascetics had taught, and true to the old 



comparatively later times of this comprehensive 

and tolerant Hinduism was, by general consent, 
Sankara. His followers are of course heterogeneous 

in composition, but taken on the whole they form, 

according to Mr. L. Eice in the Mysore Gazetteer, 

and according to a host of other observant autho¬ 

rities, the most tolerant of the Hindu sects. This 
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some of them working in a wider sphere like Kabir 

and Hanak, who sought to unite in harmony even 

the Hindus arsd the Muhammadans ; but so far as 

toleration and breadth of view are concerned, with¬ 

in the pale of Hinduism itself, most subsequent 

movements appear to have been retrograde. 

The one weak point in Sankara’s system 

may now be noted as having formed the under¬ 

lying cause of subsequent secessions. We saw 

that he wTas forced to lay unusual stress on jnana 

or the true realisation of God and, like Socrates of 

old, sought “ to rationalise the whole Universe” to 

counteract the extravagances of Bhatta. How this 

kind of wisdom is clearly not within the reach 

of common men, to whom Sankara’s teaching is 

accordingly a sealed book. Then again, a little 

knowledge which is dangerous in ail cases, is most 

dangerous here, and is apt to give rise to many 

pious humbugs and deluded weaklings who will 

cite Scripture for their own purposes. Further, 

even among the most learned in Sankara’s school 

of Yedanta, a tendency has often been seen to 

make religion more an affair of the head than of 

the heart. And notwithstanding his great elo¬ 

quence in praise of Bhakti or religious devotion, 
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the injunction given to the less gifted and there¬ 

fore the great majority of his followers to keep 

mechanically repeating the formula, %am Brahmans 

is but a sorry substitute for genuine and intelligi¬ 

ble Bhahti. This, it cannot be denied, began to be 

felt in succeeding times and led to the subsequent 

4 Bhagavata? movements in the eleventh, twelfth, 

and the following centuries. 

Another charge against him has been brought 

by those who have been opposed to his philo¬ 

sophy—that he has by force read his own doc¬ 

trines into the Sutras of Badarayana. But we 

have already seen that not merely Sankara, but 

every other philosopher or poet known to history has 

had to inhale much before he could exhale, so that 

his commentary on the Vedanta Sutras includes not 

only the meaning of the original, but also all the 

explanations that had been given by subsequent 

students before his time; and naturally his own 

peculiar views and doctrines are also embodied 

therein. There is nothing to marvel here for the 

student of history, for all commentators have at all 

times done the same thing more or less. Great 

men as well as little men “ can never escape from 

the influence of the process in which they form 
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part.” And as for the Sutras, it is in their nature 

to be easily elastic; and when unsupported by tradi¬ 

tion, nofchingiindeed can be made out of them. 

During the last fifty years, if not for a longer 

time, Sankara and his philosophy have received 

additional importance through the zeal of Western 

scholars and Theosophists, and Sankara has now 

admirers in lands of which he could never have 

even dreamt. His philosophy is being subjected to 

the usual processes of comparison and criticism, 

wherever its study has been earnestly taken up. 

If it can continue to stand the tests of thought and 

time in future, as it has done in the past, there is 

certainly a bright prospect before it. If, however, 

at any future date, the human mind outgrows the 

limits of Sankara’s philosophy, mankind will surely 

value it even then as an important preparation lead¬ 

ing to the greater growth of the later day. All 

true and noble work in the building up of pro¬ 

gress and civilisation is of this nature, and as the 

tower rises higher and higher, the lower levels 

thereof become the inevitable supports of the 

higher elevation; and the lower they are, the 

greater is the weight of the superincumbent edifice 

that rests on them. 
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I. 
% 

£ffli»-EAVINGr aside more exact definitions of w % Philosophy, definitions which are not likely 

to be intelligible to the ordinary, unphilo- 

sophical reader, we may define Philosophy, for our 

present purpose, as a reasoned theory of the 

Universe, a theory that endeavours to explain the 

mutual relations of Nature, Man and Cxod. Philo¬ 

sophy must, at the least, be such a theory, whatever 

else it may be. Now, do the writings of 

Sankaracharya really contain a philosophy in this 

sense of the term ? We ask this question at the 

very outset, because such a question is often asked 

by the superficial reader of Sankara's writings, and 

answered in the negative. Such a reader sees that 

Sankara ever and anon speaks of himself as a mere 

expounder of the utterances of the ancient sages 

of India—the Hishis of the bj^coiislidds^ the com¬ 

poser of the Vedanta aphorisms, and the author of 

the BhctgavadfjUd. At almost every step he appeals 

to the Vedas as the ultimate authority on matters 

spiritual, and seems to deny that man can know 

God by unaided Eeason. In his commentary on 
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the sixth anuvciJc of the 4 Brahmananda Yalli5 of 

the Taittinya DpanisJiad, he distinctly says : “ The 

Sniti is our source of knowledge in matters trans¬ 

cending the senses.” Such a reader may, therefore, 

naturally conclude that Sankara’s system is not a 

philosophy in any proper sense of the term. But 

a careful reader of his writings will observe, that 

notwithstanding Sankara’s great regard for scrip¬ 

tural authority, and his anxiety to show that his 

system is based on such authority, unlike the sys¬ 

tems of the Sankhyas and the Nayayikas, which he 

characterises as unscriptural, he reasons a good 

deal, and defends all his leading doctrines by argu¬ 

ments addressed to the understanding of bis readers. 

It is also seen that what he calls Sruii or Revelation 

is nothing hut spiritual insight and experience, and 

that by setting up the Vedas as our authority on 

spiritual matters, he means nothing more than this? 

that the recorded experiences of the Rishis turn 

our eyes inward and thus help us to see, with the 

eyes of the spirit, the Supreme Self in which all 

souls and all things rest. His appeal to Scripture 

is not as to an external authority to be blindly re¬ 

ceived, but as to a valuable help to the attainment of 

true wisdom—wisdom which is attainable by every 
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qualified seeker after truth. As Sankara says in his 

commentary on the Prasnopanishad, VI. 2 :—44 The 

use of a scriptural text is not to alter existing 

things, but to make them appear as they are.'* 

Again, at the end of his commentary on. the tenth 

anuvdk of the 4 Siksha Vaili7 of the Taittir'nja 

(fpanishad, he says: 44 Thus is it shown that the 

visions of the rishis concerning the soul and such 

other matters, manifest themselves to one who is 

devoted to the constant duties prescribed by the 

JSrutis and the Smritis, who is unselfish and who 

seeks to know the Supreme Brahman.77 By what 

actual arguments Sankara establishes the different 

tenets of his philosophy, we shall see as we proceed. 

Sankara’s commentary on the Upanishads, the 

Vedanta Sutras and the BhagavadgHd are the most 

important of his works and are exactly such as can * 

without doubt, be ascribed to him. These writings, 

as a matter of course, follow no system, or only 

that, if any, which the original works commented 

upon, follow. This is one reason why the ordinary 

reader cannot understand Sankara. To make him 

intelligible, the main doctrines of his philosophy 

must be set down in something like a logical order, 

and the arguments adduced by him in defence of 
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rortn. we snail try soirn 

*esenfc paper. We invite t 

rst of all, to grasp th£ y 

ciple of Sankara’s philos* 

ure of self-intuition (asm* 

iyaya). In his com mental 

lorism of the third pad 

he Sarlralca Mnnamsa, San 

is not contingent in th< 

for it is self-evident. The 

>y proofs of the existence oi 

says : “ Nor is it possible to 

r it is the very essence ol 

it.'5 He then proceeds to 

and self-evident intuition ol 

>ther kinds of knowledge, wl 
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really forgets himself, he will find, on actual 

examination, that the proposition is really unthink¬ 

able and even*absurd. He will see that if such a 

thing were possible, if he could really forget him¬ 

self in reading this paper, if he could, in other 

words, know this paper out of conscious relation to 

himself, it would not be possible afterwards to bring 

the object in relation to his consciousness, as he 

will actually do. Perhaps he will say that at one 

moment he actually knows the paper, that is, sees 

or reads it, without knowing himself as the seer or 

reader, that is, without knowing that it is he who 

sees or reads it, but that at another moment he 

remembers that it was really himself who read 

the paper. But how is it possible for any one to 

remember anything without actually knowing it? 

Remembering is recognition—knowing again—and 

there can be no recognition without cognition. To 

say, therefore, that one remembers anything with¬ 

out knowing it, is to say that one knows it without 

knowing it, which is absurd. If, in the present 

case, the reader says that he reads this paper or 

any part of it without knowing his self as its reader, 

and then, at another time he remembers himself 

as its reader,he is really guilty of self-contradiction. 
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Sankara’s contention, therefore, that the 

knowledge of self is the constant basis of all other 

knowledge, is quite evident. 0 

We now proceed to explain another cardinal 

doctrine of Sankara’s philosophy,—the relativity of 

the world to knowledge. The ordinary unreilec- 

tive reader has no suspicion of this relativity. To 

him the world exists whether any one knows it or 

not. He constantly thinks and speaks of visible 

objects as existing unseen, audible objects as un¬ 

heard,tangible things as untouched and intelligible, 

facts as unrelated to any understanding. He never 

suspects that such conceptions are self-contradic¬ 

tory and that the existence of an object necessarily 

implies the existence of a subject or knowing self 

in relation to whose knowledge it exists. If, as 

we have seen, we cannot know objects without 

knowing the self as its knower, it follows that we 

cannot think of any object without thinking of the 

same self as its knower ; and if we must believe 

objects to exist exactly as they are known and 

thought of—and we cannot do otherwise—we 

must believe them existing as known—as the object 

of a knowing self. In other words, since we know 

objects as seen, heard, smelt, tasted, touched or 
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understood, as in so rue way or other related to the 

knowing self,—and can think of them only as so 

related, therefore, to believe them as existing out 

of this relation is really to believe that things seen 

exist unseen, things heard exist unheard and so 

on, which is believing in contradictions as palpable 

as any can be. So Sankara says in his commentary 

on the Prctsnopanis7iczcl, VI 2 ; “It cannot be said 

that there exists an object, but it cannot be known. 

It is like saying tha*fc a visible object is seen, but 

there is no eye.. . . where there is no knowledge 

there is no knowable. The fact is that in think¬ 

ing of objects, all, whether they are reflective or 

unreflective, do thinly of a knowing self, but that 

uiireflective people, because of their inability to 

analyse their thought ts, are not distinctly aware of 

this fundamental condition of all thought. 

Now, from what lias been said above it may seem 

that in knowing tb.e world we know two distinct 

entities, namely tlie self as the subject of know¬ 

ledge, and Nature as the object of knowledge,— 

that though the existence of Nature implies its 

relation to a knowing self, it is nevertheless a dis¬ 

tinct reality, and not identical with the self. But 

it will be seen on close examination that this 
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mananda valli of the Tc 

he says there, “ Appeal 

ugh they present themse 

wledge, (and therefore as 

found to be pervaded by s< 

snce of the self,” says h 

.7, 44 is knowledge, which 

n it.” If, then, every ob; 

d by knowledge, the very 

ject can be distinct from : 

reany comprehended in it. As a ole£ 

though verbal! 

feels it, is really one 

smells, sounds and t< 

perceives them, though they are verbally dis 

tinguishable fr 

fore, we know nothing but the self. The distinction 

of subject and object is only conventional—vtjdva- 

hdriJea, as Sankara calls it—and the result of igno¬ 

rance— avidyd--ignorance which is removed by true 

knowledge. In every act of knowledge we know 
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11 our sensuous perceptions. We shal 

pace first and see how it breaks up, 
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f the self from the world. The self se< 
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thing it knows. As the Kathopanishad, II I- ^ 

says, and Sankara fully endorses, 44 What is here, 

is also there m, what is there, is also &ere. Pie who 

sees duality in this, goes from death to death/' 

Again, as the Chhdndogya Upanishad, VII15- I 

says and Sankara concurs, “ The self alone is 

below, the self above, the self behind, the self 

before, the seif to the right, the self to the left; 

the self is all this.” The fact is that space, as an 

object or knowledge, is comprehended in the knou - 

ing self and cannot be out of it. The distinction of 

here and there, in and out, therefore, cannot sub¬ 

sist as between the self and its objects. For the self, 

there cannot be, in the proper sense of the 

terra, any external object' or world. The notion 

of an external or material world, therefore, 

is purely conventional,—vyavaharilca—and is 

rejected by true knowledge. Space, which 

seems to make the Universe dual or plural 

does not really do so. On the contrary, as 

a type of unity it supplies Sankara with an illus¬ 

tration of the perfect oneness and indivisibility of 

the self. The distinction of here and there, of this 

and that, as between objects, dees not, it will he 

seen, split up space itself into parts. The space 
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inside a pot may seem to be different from that out¬ 

side of it, but really there is no partition between 

the two. The*walls or sides of the pot, which 

seem to part the inside space from the outside, are 

themselves in space, and therefore cannot part 

space from space. Similarly, the body, which 

seems to separate the self from the world, or the 

self in the body from the self in the world, does 

not really do so, for both the body and the world 

outside of it are illumined by the same self,—are 

objects of the same knowing self—and are thus 

comprehended in its essence. The notion of 

duality, therefore, as furnished by space, may be 

rejected as groundless. Objects, which seem to 

come to us as aliens, and as from a foreign source, 

are really one with what we call our self. 

But if it be so, how is it, it may be urged, that 

objects do not always remain before or in the self, 

but seem to appear to it and disappear from it. 

If they were one with the self, would not they 

be ever present with it and the continual flux 

experienced in our perceptions be impossible ? 

Sankara discusses the subject very fully in his 

introduction to the second chapter of' theAitareya 

Fjxmhhad and, as the result of a long discussion 
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comes to the conclusion that the constant change 

apparent in our perceptions does not really 

imply any change in the knowledge of the self* 

in which all things exist eternally,—not indeed as 

objects as distinguished from a subject, for the self 

transcends tiiis distinction,—but in perfect unity 

with it. Our perceptions seem to result from the 

contact of our organs of knowledge with objects 

external to them. But real knowledge, as it is in 

the self, is not such a resultant. It is an eternal 

attribute of the self. In reality it neither arises 

from the action of external objects upon the senses 

nor is destrojed in the absence of such action. 

If it were so, says Sankara, there would not be 

such things as visions and sounds in the dreaming 

state, when the organs of perception are inactive. 

44 Thus/'* he says, 44 there are two kinds of vision* 

that of the eye, which is transient, and that of the 

self, which is eternal. Similarly also two kinds of 

hearing, that of the ear, which is transient, and 

that of the self, which is eternal. Similarly two kinds 

of thought and knowledge, external and internal/" 

That knowledge, though seeming to be a flux, is 

really not so, but is a permanent property of the 

self, receives a striking illustration from the 
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familiar but none the less wonderful fact of 

remembrance. The fact that things disappearing 

from the stream of changes that constitutes our 

sensuous life do yet re-appear and are recognised 

as identical with things known before, proves that 

knowledge is non-sensuous and does not depend 

for its existence on the changing and flowing form 

which it assumes in our perceptive life. Thus, if 

the knowledge of the book before me were a mere 

event, a change, a perceptive act, as it is called, 

it would vanish for ever on the cessation of the 

other actions, internal and external, on which it 

seems to depend.—my attention, the action of 

light on the eye, and the like. We should know 

nothing about it, at any rate, after a period 

of sound sleep, when all perceptive action 

ceases. But we know, as a fact, that it 

will re-appear to-morrow, — re-appear in relation 

with the self that now forms its ground 

and cause, and thereby prove itself as a permanent 

property of the self—as belonging to its very es¬ 

sence. It will prove that it was never absent from 

the knowledge of the self,—knowledge which, 

though different from sensuous knowledge, is 

none the less real than it, but rather infinitely 
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more so. Sankara says all this in effect in his 

refutation of the Buddhist Sensationalism (Kshani- 

7c avijnctnavdcla in the second pada j>t the second 

chapter of the Vedanta Sutras. One short quota¬ 

tion from that long discussion must suffice after 

all that we have said on the subject. “ Unless 

there exists,” says Sankara, u one relating prin¬ 

ciple in the past, present and future, one which is 

unchangeable and sees all things, the facts of 

remembrance, recognition &c., which depend upon 

mental impressions requiring space, time and 

occasional cause, cannot be explained.” 

It is clear, then, from what has been said 

above, that in every act of knowledge we know 

only one Reality—that which we call our self— 

and that the objective world, the world of time 

and space, has no independent existence, but is 

comprehended in the self. The self alone has 

pdramarthiha or real existence, w hereas the ex¬ 

istence of the world is only vyavaharika, practical 

or phenomenal. The belief in its independent or 

real existence is the result of avidyd, ignorance,— 

ignorance which is removed or destroyed by a true 

knowledge of reality. From the paramarthilea 

standpoint there is no object as distinguished from 
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the subject, no world, no space, no time ; no action, 

therefore, and no a.gent, for action and agency 

depend- on tim$. The argument for the unreality 

of sp£AOO and time1, which we have already given 

at some length, may be briefly summarised 

as follows: space js the distinction of here 

and tJ^ere. The distinction obtains only as long 

as trio principle t bat relates or unifies here 

and is not seen , or, in other words, as long 

as objects in space are believed to be realities in¬ 

dependent of the self. When, however, here and 

there are both seen to be comprehended in the 

self—In the indivisible unity of consciousness, in 

which* there is no distinction of here and there,—the 

distinotion itself ceases to be real, and with that 

ceases the reality of space. Similarly, time, which 

is the distinction of now and then, ceases to be real 

when it is seen in relation to the self, for which 

the distinction has no existence ; for, while pre¬ 

sent, past and future events go and come, the self 

persists and knows all. Even this going and 

coming of objects, is, as we have already seen, 

only apparent, and. seems to be real only so long 

as objects are believed to be independent of the self. 

When they are seen, to be identical with the self, 
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it is found that they can neither go nor come, and 

we find, by actual experience, that facts disappear¬ 

ing from our perceptive life a»d apparently 

destroyed, re-appear in that life and prove tb eir 

permanent, timeless existence in the self in its 

non-perceptive aspect. Now, as to the unread ty 

of action and agency, it follows from what has been 

said as regards the unreality of space and time, 

Sankara indeed speaks, now and again, of know¬ 

ledge as an action, as we too have done in expound¬ 

ing his doctrine. But according to him its character 

as an action, as a change or event, is only 

hcirika. As we have already said, it is only if you 

look upon objects or facts as different from tlie 

self that they seem to come and go and the self 

seems to be an agent in the act of knowing. 

"When this distinction is seen to be unrea 1, 

knowledge appears in its true character, namely, as 

the permanent essence of the self, and not a pass¬ 

ing act or quality. Then, again, as to the perfect 

unity of the self, notwithstanding the fact tliat 

it appears different in different persons, the fact is 

evident from what we have already said. It 

is time and space and their various modi¬ 

fications that seem to break up the Universe into 



various p ' various spheres of knowledge and 

activity9 and thus iut0 different selves to viliich 

they are related AVhth the merging of time and 

space iia ^le se^i tlao idea of a plurality of selves is 

seen to lie gioundloss. When the agencies that 

introd.u.ce fmitude into reality are seen to be unreal, 

finituclo- itself disap pears and the Infinite alone 

remaiios. 11ms is our own self, the self iri each of 

us, wliich we ignorantly imagine to be finite, seen 

to be n<eall) nothin but Brahman, satyam-jnancim- 

anantezvn, truth, knowledge and infinitude, or the 

True, the Knowing** and the Infinite, if by these 

adjectives we understand a Reality of which 

truth, Knowledge and infinitude are not separable 

attributes, but f orm its very essence. In his 

com in *3 ntary on the first cmiivah of the “ Brahmn- 

nand cl ~Valh ” of Taitlir'iya Upanishctd. Sankara 

discusses these attributes of Brahman at greal 

length* and shows that the terms express¬ 

ing tliem are applied to Brahman in a senst 
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be distinguished from anything other than he—but 

simply to indicate his nature as the one only 

Reality, self-illumined, self-depencfent, indivisible 

and excluding even the possibility of any other 

reality. To the attributes already enumerated, is 

added anandam, bliss, not in the sense of the 

happiness experienced in obtaining a pleasurable 

object external to one’s own self, but such happi¬ 

ness as a non-dual, secondless ideality can feel in 

the plenitude of its own nature. 

Having explained as fully as our limits allow 

Sankara’s idea of paramdrtJiilca existence, ue pro¬ 

ceed to give a fuller statement than we have 

nitherto done of the vydvaJidrilca world as con¬ 

ceived by him. We see already that he does not 

pronounce the world of sensuous objects and finite 

selves as absolutely non-existent. Far from doing 

so, he rather admits that in one sense that world 

is as real as Brahman, for, in their real essence 

they are one with Brahman—comprehended in 

Brahman’s indivisible essence. Sankara is never 

tired of repeating the OhMmdogya text—4 Sarvam 

I'halu idam Brahma’—Verily all this is Brahman* 

It is only the world’s existence as conceived to be 

distinct from Brahman that is unreal according to 
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him. Such a conception, he says, is based on 

ignorance and disappears on the attainment of 

true knowledgl. Now, the question is, whence 

is this ignorance—this fruitful source of the 

infinite variety that constitutes the world'? 

In reply Sankara has no hesitation in saying 

that this potent agency belongs to Brahman 

himself, though in saying so he seems to con¬ 

tradict himself palpably. Is not Brahman, 

as conceived by Sankara, the very essence of know¬ 

ledge ? How, then, could there be ignorance in 

him even for a single moment ? Is not Sankara's 

Brahman a non-agent (nislikriya) ? How, then, 

could any power or agency belong to him ? We 

confess we find no clear answers to such questions 

in Sankara. His oft-repeated answer is that 

avidyci is anirvaehaniyd, not clearly describable. 

for it cannot be said to be either one with Brah¬ 

man or different from him. In its effect, as 

manifested in the life of a being conceived as 

finite, avidya indeed is not indescribable. It can 

very well be described as the finite self's ignorance 

of its own true nature, removable by true know¬ 

ledge, as Sankara does describe it now and again, for 

instance in his commentary on the third aphorism 
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i»g9 all-powerful, merciful, just, holy, the friend 

and saviour of finite souls. As 1’svara, then, 

Brahman has tall the characteristics of what is 

called a Personal God. Sankara’s views on Mctya 

and Is vara will bo found explained at some length 

in his commentary on the fourteenth aphorism of 

the first Jidda, second chapter, of the Vedanta 

Sutras, besides other passages. We make no 

quotations, as detached passages on the matter are 

not likely to convey any clear idea. The eterna- 

lity and indestructibleness of Maya will be found 

admitted in the commentary on the Vedcmta 
•> 

Sutras, I 1. 5 and II. 1. 9. 

With the personality of Brahman at the 

top of the vydvahcirika world, Sankara gives 

back all that he seems to have taken away 

by his process of merging everything finite in the 

Infinite. With the Creator he gives back the world 

created and sustained by him, with all the finite 

objects and finite souls contained in it, and he sharp¬ 

ly criticises the Buddhist Sensationalists for deny¬ 

ing their existence, in the same manner in which 

he takes the Sankhya philosophers to task for their 

rejecting the most rational doctrine of an intelli¬ 

gent Creator of the world in favour of their 
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from broa as uause or cne iiigner, supreme i>rati- 

man. He is otherwise called Brahma or Jliranya- 

garbba. As objects can exist only in relation to 

tive world as a totality imply the existence of a Bub 

ject to which it is related,—a Mind of \vhie’ 

all cosmic changes are modifications. This Mim 

considers the world as its body, just as individua 

acts cor 

sir bodi< 

immanent in sattvam, rajas and tamos, the primary 

rjunas or qualities of Nature, and their innumerable 

modifications; whereas the Supreme Brahman is 

nirgimam, without the gmias, transcending the 



objects vihich they consider as their bodies or 

limiting adjuncts C'^J/adJds'). These aggregates, in 

the asoeniding •prder of their subtlety, are the 

followi o g ^ve :-(1) the nutritive or material 

sheath* (^ctnnamaya 7^osha),(2) the vital sheath (prana- 

met yet /c'osha), (3) the sensorial sheath (manomaya 

kosfocty ? ^tellectual s heath (vij ? utnam ay a Tcosh a y 

and C&y ^be beatific sheath (ananclctmaya Icoslict). 

These aggregates are called sheaths (Jeoshas), for they 

keep tlie rea-i nature of the self hidden, just as the 

sheatli enclosing a sword keeps it hidden. The 

soul, in the lowest stage of its spiritual develop- 

raent, identifies itself with the body composed of 

gross matter; in fclie next stage with the vital 

powers ; then with the sensorium, metnas, the 

seat of sensations ; then with the intellect or 

understanding, tlie faculty that forms general 

conceptions and leads us to imagine ourselves 

as agents and su ects of knowledge ; and then 

ultimately with delightful feelings of all classe s 

specially the higtier. But when enlightenment’ 

dawns upon us* we discover the truth that 

these aggregates?* as limited objects, are not 

our real self, and are not limiting adjuncts to 

it. Ou.r real self, we find, is infinite and absolute — 

8 
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blessedness, pertaining to such a consciousness, is 

our liberation. The subject of the live sheaths 

and our identification with and liberation from 

them, the reader will find treated of in Sankara's 

commentary on the 6 Brahma,rianda Valli? and 

the 4 Bhrigu Valli 5 of the J aiUintfa Opanishad. 

<Tl¥lE now come to a consideration of the means 

IptJ proposed by Sankara for obtaining libera- 

1 tion and the processes through which, 

according to him, the soul obtains it. But before 

entering into a proper discussion of these subjects, 

we shall briefly notice Sankara's view of incarna- 

)oth be 

■tive nb 
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so-called finite being is, according to him, an incar¬ 

nation of the Deity, inasmuch as the self he calls 

his own is 5ea% Supreme Self. It is only 

our ignorance that hides our identity with Brah¬ 

man, and this ignorance is quite removable by 

knowledge. When this ignorance is removed we 

realise the truth of the maJwvakyas, great utter¬ 

ances, of the Vedanta—1 So'hcim ? (Isopanishad, 16.) 

—I am He, ‘Alutm Bralimdsmi? (Brihadaranyaka, 

I. 4,10.)—I am Brahman, and 4 Taitvam cisi J 

{Ghhcindogyd, vi. 8.)—Thou art That,—utter¬ 

ances which Sankara is never tired of repeating. 

Nevertheless, this identity of God and man, 

however real and essential, has to be discovered 

through a process in the case of the ordinary in¬ 

dividual. The question now is, is there, or has 

there ever been, any individual in whom the con¬ 

sciousness of identity w ith the Deity is eternal and 

not discoverable through a process ? In other 

words, has God ever incarnated himself—manifested 

himself as an individual like ourselves, with body, 

sensonum and understanding like ours ? It is 

curious that Sankara has nowhere, in his writings, 

discussed this question philosophically—setting 

forth the arguments in favour of and against this 
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doctrine of special incarnation. But it is evident 

from several passages in his work, specially from 

the introduction to his commentary on the Bhaga- 

vadgitu, that he accepts the popular doctrine of 

Sri Krishna, son of Devaki, being the incarnation 

of the Deity in a special sense. But in the 

particular passage referred to he uses a word 

which seems considerably to differentiate his view 

of the Divine incarnation from the popular view. 

He says that in Devaki as mother and from Vasu- 

deva as father the Creator ‘Amsena Krishnah Mia 

samhahlmva ’—was born in part as Krishna. One 

can see very well why Sankara uses the word 

amsena-—m part, in speaking of the Lord's incar¬ 

nation. Incarnation is manifestation in flesh and 

other mediums like the sensorium and the under¬ 

standing, which are all finite things. Now, the 

manifestation of the Self through finite things can¬ 

not but be partial, and so Sri Krishna, however 

greater he may have been than ordinary mortals, 

would yet seem to have been a finite being so far as 

his manifested or perceptive life was concerned. Hat 

if it be so, it is not easy to see what difference 

in kind exists between him and other individuals. 

Sankara, however, never distinctly makes the ad- 
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mission to which he seems to be committed, and 

excepting the reservation implied in the word 

amscnct, everywhere speaks of Sri Krishna as 

the incarnation of the Lord in a special 

sense. It may be mentioned by the way that 

the doctrine of special incarnation is absent 

from the Upanishads—the twelve that form the 

basis of the Vedanta Philosophy—and from the 

Vedanta Sutras. 

However, Sankara’s acceptance of the doctrine 

of special incarnation commits him to two very 

important admissions,—admissions which seem to 

conflict with the general drift of his philosophy. 

The first is that the state of absolute liberation 

does not imply an utter annihilation of difference ; 

in that state, also, as in the state of bondage, 

there is a recognition of the plurality that consti¬ 

tutes the world,—only, that recognition is coupled 

with the consciousness that plurality is mayih, the 

result of the Lord’s mysterious power of creation. 

To Sri Krishna himself, the incarnation of the 

eternally free Lord, moving among the Kurus and 

the Pandavas, driving the chariot of his friend and 

pupil in the battle-field, and instructing him in the 

supreme science of liberation, there is evidently a 
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distinct recognition of all the differences that con¬ 

stitute the phenomenal world, including his own 

distinction, as the Universal Self, froij other per¬ 

sons as finite individuals. We shall see hereafter 

how far Sankara keeps this admission in view in 

his distinction of hrama or apehshihi muhti 

(gradual or relative liberation) and para or abso¬ 

lute liberation. The second admission referred 

to above is that even liberated—absolutely liberat¬ 

ed—souls may re-incarnate themselves, not indeed 

under the influence of desires, or as the result of 

past actions, for all desires and fruits of action 

are dead in their case, but for the object of doing 

good to the world,—of liberating those who are 

still in bondage. This admission also Sankara 

seems now and again to nullify by his doctrine 

of the final merging of individual souls in Brahman 

and that of the essential opposition of harm a 

(action) and liberation. 

We come, therefore, to a consideration of 

Sankara’s view of harm a. According to him there 

are four stages of spiritual progress, and according¬ 

ly as one occupies one or another of these stages at 

the time of his death, he obtains one or another of 

four corresponding gatis, fates or conditions, in 
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the period following his departure from the world. 

In his commentary on the Ohhdndogya Upanishatf, 

V. 10, BrihMciranyalca, VI. 2, and elsewhere 

he speaks of these four stages and the fates to 

which they lead. The lowest is that in which 

man—and what is said of man applies to other 

orders of being also—does not subject himself to 

any Yedic discipline, but lives a life of pure impulse 

unchecked by any higher law. Such men, when 

they die, are re-born in the form of some lower 

animal such as a fly or an insect. The next higher 

stage is that in which man performs the duties 

prescribed in the Srutis and the Smritis, but 

acquires no knowledge regarding the gods he wor¬ 

ships. The highest reward allotted to this stage 

is the attainment of the lunar regions through the 

way called the pitriymia—the path of the manes 

and the enjoyment, for a time, of the joys pro¬ 

vided there. When these are over, with the ex¬ 

haustion of the enjoyer's punya or merit,—which, 

however great, is nevertheless a perishable thing,—■ 

he comes down and is re-born. The third higher 

stage is that in which the performer of harm a pres¬ 

cribed in the Scriptures adds to his virtuous 

deeds a knowledge of the deities worshipped 
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knows himself to be the eternally complete Brah¬ 

man have any motive for action ? Hence Sankara 

fights a long and interminable Pattle against 

SamiicheJiayavada.the doctrine of the union of jnanct 

and Icarina. According to the upholders of this 
doctrine, both knowledge and action are necessary 

for liberation, and even those who have attained 

the highest knowledge should perform the duties 

prescribed in the Scriptures, though without any" 

selfish desires. The life of a householder, there¬ 

fore, is not, according to these theorists, incompat¬ 

ible with the highest knowledge. Sankara ad¬ 

mits that the performance of the duties pres¬ 

cribed in the Scriptures is necessary for 

purifying the heart, and that unless the heart is 

purified, the highest knowledge cannot he attained. 

But he thinks that when the necessary purifica¬ 

tion of the heart has taken place, and the highest 

knowledge has arisen, ceremonial and domestic 

duties, that is Tcarma in the proper sense, become 

unnecessary, and the only duties that remain then 

are those that ripen and strengthen the knowledge 

of Brahman. Of this latter class of duties we shall 

give Sankara'*s views further on. Against the former, 
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on them, vSankara speaks everywhere throughout his 

writings- Vl0 I'oa.y refer to two particular 

passages contmning a summary of his views on 

the subject. His refutation of SaraHcliclicujcivwhr 

will be found specially in his commentary on 

the eleventh verse of the first chapter of 

the I>7vctffavtulgHa, which is really the opening 

note of commentary, coming immediately 

after the introduction. His ad vocacy of $ army am , 

the ascBfcic s life, as tlxe only one compatible with 

the higHost knowledge, and his tirade against the 

householder's life as inconsistent with the know¬ 

ledge of: Brahman, will be found specially in his 

introdnotion to tile commentary on the Aiiaroja 

Upa'aisJictd. In the first-mentioned commentary, 

however, he makes an admission which seems to 

he a virtual surrender* of his position. Herein he 

says that the performance of a I'shatrhja's duties 

by Sri KLxdshna, the incarnation of the Lord, for the 

good of the world/and of ceremonial and domes¬ 

tic duties by Janakti and other householders who 

had gained the highest knowledge, with the same 

object, was not such Jcarma as he (Sankara) 

teaches to be incompatible with the highest know¬ 

ledge. 'The absence* of desire (Jdima) and egotism 
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(■almnlcdrct) in such actions takes them away from 

the category o£ Icarma properly so called. After 

this concession, very little, it* pny, difference 

remains between Sankara’s position and that of 

the Samuchclicajavadin^specially if the latter accepts, 

in their entirety, the teachings of the GHd on 

disinterested action (nishlcama Icarma.) 

We must return, however, to the four different 

gatis or destinies to which, in the opinion of 

Sankara, the soul becomes subject according to its 

behaviour on earth. All of them, it will be seen, 

imply a belief in re-incarnation. Sankara offers 

no regular philosophical defence of the tenet of re¬ 

incarnation, though it is easy to see, from his 

writings, what arguments he would have adduced 

in favour of the doctrine if he had been called 

upon to argue it out. We, therefore, attempt 

neither any defence nor any criticism of the 

theory. The reader, if he feels any curiosity 

about it, may, if he wishes, consult the section on 

* lie-incarnation’ in the present writer’s treatise 

on Hindu Theism, where he will find the doctrine 

defended at some length with arguments both old 

and new. For our present purpose, It will be 

sufficient to say that there is nothing, prima facie. 
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irrational and therefore miphilosophical in the 

idea of re-incarnation. The immortality of the 

soul being admitted, the nest question is whether 

an embodied or a disembodied existence is the 

more probable form of the soul's continuance in 

after-life, a question the settlement of which will 

depend upon the weight of arguments on either 

side. But the same rationality can scarcely be 

urged in favour of {Sankara's doctrine that souls 

not subject to any discipline in this life will be re¬ 

born in the shape of some lower animal. The 

conception of such a destiny for a human being 

seems to ignore the vast difference between the 

human consciousness and that of the lower 

animals. Even the most degraded of human beings 

seem to be incomparably superior to the lower 

animals, and though a process of progression, by 

which higher orders of being are developed out of 

the lower, is a rational idea, defensible both scien¬ 

tifically and philosophically, a reverse process of 

retrogression seems opposed to both science and 

philosophy. The first of the four gatis spoken of by 

Sankara, thus seems to be philosophically indefen¬ 

sible. Coming,now, to the second and the third, the 

soul's passage to the Pitriloha and the BrahmaloJca, 
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ut; must say that these doctrines scarcely come 

under the category of philosophical, since they 

are not defended by arguments, dbufc are put for¬ 

ward as interpretations of Scriptural texts. There 

is, indeed, nothing intrinsically irrational in the idea 

of an abode of the virtuous like the JrdrUolca, 

though there seems to be something mechanical in 

that of one's merit being exhausted there in time 

and necessitating a fall and re-birth. There is, also, 

nothing unreasonable, in itself, in the idea of a world 

occupied by the higher gods, that is of the most 

wise and holy of finite beings, where the Divine 

Presence, though pervading the whole universe, 

is felt most vividly, and imparts a blessed¬ 

ness which cannot be enjoyed anywhere else. Put 

nevertheless Sankara's teachings about such a world 

and the way by which the soul reaches it, rest on 

no better or higher authority than the utterances 

of the Scriptures and must be accepted or rejected 

according to the light in which we regard’ these 

authorities. It may also be doubted whether 

Scriptural teaching on this subject is at all to be 

taken in a literal sense,—as treating of an actual 

world and an actual way—or is altogether figura¬ 

tive—representing a spiritual condition as a world. 
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and a process of spiritual progress as a way. A 

caret ril stud} of the -7±~mis7ittaki UjjanisUad, chapter 

X, C77^7i.condog i/a^L\ . X o, and Brihadaraw/aka, YI. 2. 

15, wlilcb contain accounts of the Bmhmaloka, its 

contents, and the way to it, does really suggest 

such a dollbt- Sankara, however, and the other 

inter p i fcdei s of the including the author 

of fell© X edunta Outlets, interpret these descriptions 

;is realistic. But tlx ere is a curious difference 

among: these interpreters as to one important 

point, *1 consideration of which, will lead us to 

the discussion of tlx<3 fourth gati spoken of by 

Saixl^i*3Lnamely tlx€3 union of the soul with, 

the u pieme Brahman, which is the only 

one admits of plxilosophical discussion in the 

proper sense of the term, The difference referred 

to Is whether the Brahman approached by the 

deoccjjcti'bft is the higTxer or the lower Brahman. 

Two ancient interpreters of the Scriptures, Jaimini 

and jE>*xilari, take opposite sides. According to 

the former, io is the lxigher Brahman that is reach¬ 

ed toy trlxe way; according to the latter it is the 

lower. The difference is not a mere difference of 

textual interpretation = it leads to important philo- 

soptoioal differences, and hence our taking it up in 
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favour of Jai mini's view. It would perhaps be pre¬ 

posterous for us to take any side when such great 

authorities find reason to differ, nor is it necessary 

for us to do so. The fact, however, is that the 

soul's union with Brahman in the Bmltmaloka 
* *! 

which is described in the scriptural passages already 

referred to, and in the last three jiculcs of the 

fourth chapter of the redaut,i Siitnu, is it union 

with several points of difference. The soul sees 

its essential unity with Brahman, but neither ob¬ 

tains ali the powers of the Deity nor is completely 

merged in it. The Sutrakara distinctly calls this 

condition liberation, and the Vuisimava philoso¬ 

phers bold it to be the highest condition attainable 

by a finite being. Hence also they interpret it as 

union with the highest Brahman, between whom 

and a finite being there must alwavs exist they 

teach, some points of difference. ' But Hu’ukant 



thinks that as Para-Braliman is above all difference, 

the souls union with him must be a condition 

without a shadow of: difference (bhecla) in it, and 

he finds sciiptural authority for such a condition in 

such passages as the seventh verse, fourth section, 

four oh chaptei of tin© JBrihadaran yalca Ujmmshad. 

It is not easy to conceive what Sankara precisely 

means by such a condition. His oft-repeated 

characterisation of it as one without the least 

vestige of difference would seem to make it incom¬ 

patible even with fclie consciousness that all differ¬ 

ences are mciyilc or phenomenal. But if we were 

to interpret it in the light of admissions as to the 

eternality and indestructibility of Maya or the 

principle of difference, and as to Sri Krishna, the 

Lord’s incarnation, and liberated souls working 

for the good of the world, and thus being conscious 

of phenomenal differences, then we should have to 

conceive even absolute liberation as admitting of a 

sort of differentiation-though it were a differen - 

v@ry* dissi uqxXslt to that which the soul con¬ 

ceives under the influence of avidyd. Notwith¬ 

standing the difficulty of an exact interpre¬ 

tation of Sankara on the point, we lean to¬ 

wards the view that it is the latter kind of 

♦ 
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differentiation, and not the former, that he is 

careful of excluding from his conception of abso¬ 

lute liberation. However, the absolutely liber¬ 

ated soul does not, according to Sankara, need 

to go anywhere in particular, and through any 

way, to obtain its highest condition. It becomes 

the Supreme Brahman himself, who is in all space 

and time, or,—what is really the same thing,— 

beyond all space and time. It becomes so even 

while living in the body. But Sankara makes a 

difference, as will be seen from his interpretation 

of the texts referred to above, between having a 

body and being freed from it, and seems to think 

that liberation is not quite complete till the body 

is dissolved. This distinction, again, seems to 

conflict with his definition of liberation as the 

attainment of the highest knowledge,—which can 

have nothing to do with the dissolution of a phy¬ 

sical organism—and with the admission that the 

incarnation of the eternally free Lord and other 

liberated souls lived and moved in bodies without 

the least prejudice to their freedom. 

"We have seen now what place Sankara gives to 

jnana and Icarma in spiritual culture. It remains 

to be seen what he conceives to be the function 
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of bhalcti, the reverential love of G-od, in the attain¬ 

ment of liberation. His commentary on the 

BhagavadgHa,where bhalcti is extolled now and 

se ascnoea w mm, ne says : vji cue 

help the attainment of liberation, 

eatest”—Molcslia-sadhana-samagryam 

iyasi. But it must be clear, both 

se quoted and from the foregoing 

Sankara’s views, that bhalcti in 

sense, as a feeling of reverence 

conceived as higher than the soul 

tee, can be regarded only as a 

ng stone, to liberation in a system 

donism like Sankara’s. And this is 

ght in which Sankara regards it > it 

lot the end,—a lower and not the 

the soul’s progress. But there are 

le Bhagavadgitd, for instance verses, 

: the eighteenth chapter, where the 

: spiritual progress is described, and 
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those which are closely related to "Vedic ceremonies 

and gradually lead the mind to higher exercises ; 

and (2) those which, through the contemplation of 

Brahman in relation to the objects of nature, both 

gross and subtle, lead us to a knowledge of him as 

transcendent,—to that highest form of knowledge 

in which all distinctions of subject and object, of 

action, agent and the result of action are merged 

in one, infinite, indivisible Entity. 

We take leave here of our great philosopher. 

Our object has been to expound rather than criti¬ 

cise his system. But we' have suggested certain 

difficulties in it—such as no systems, ancient or 

modern, are entirely free from. Probably no an¬ 

cient system will quite suit the modern mind. 

But we may be allowed to hazard the opinion that, 

of all ancient systems, that of Sankaracharya will 

be found to be the most congenial and the most 

easy of acceptance to the modern Indian mind. 
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2. Macbeth and the Ruin of Souls. 
3. Hamlet and the Waste of Life. 
4. Othello and the Crash of Character. 

In his four instructive monographs, Dr. Miller lays 
constant stress on the fact that the central idea in all 
Shakespeare’s greater dramas is moral, and that great 
moral benefit will accrue to any one who studies them 
with care. Dr. Miller says that his is an attempt to make 
the wisdom which Shakespeare’s diamas contain available 
for practical guidance, in not a few of tlie difficulties that 
beset individual, and especially social life. To Indian 
leaders the study of the plays of Shakespeare will be of 
considerable value as a help to those who feel their 
need of help in dealing with some problems upon the 
right solution of which the well-being of this country 
in coming years will to a large extent depend.” 

Dr. Miller, does not appear as an annotator or critic. 
He fixes his students’ attention especially on the ethical 
side of Shakespeare’s teaching. According to him, the 
plays of Shakespeare, whether designedly or nob, are not] 
calculated merely to amuse They have each “an inner* 
meaning,” a “ central idea,” which it does the student" 
good to search out and assimilate. And Dr. Miller’s aim, 
as lie 'points out in his latest book, is “ to point out such 
as will accept me as a guide the route along which, as it 
seems to me, they may see most of the beauties of that 
portion of human life and experience of which each of 
these works is a presentation so wonderfully tiue.” 
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W N this monograph, as in his earlier studies of King 

|f Lear, Macbeth and Hamlet, Dr. Miller diiects 

; attention mainly to the moral truths illustrated 

in the Drama, maintaining these to he its proper 

centre from the artistic as well as the practical 

oolnt of view. In delineating Othello and Desdemona, 

he points out that, along with much that was good and 

noble, there were defects and faults in both which 

opened the way for all the calamities ‘that came on 

them. He describes at considerable length the organic 

connection between these defects and faults and the 

terrible catastrophe of the play. At the same time, 

he denies that in the 01 din ary meaning of the word 

the sufferers can be said to deserve their fate, lago he 

regards as the willing instrument of those evil powears 

which are always ready to take advantage of tins 

openings which the want of watchful care on the part 

even of the best too often yield. Dr. Miller looks upoii 

-Othello” as a revelation of forces which “more or 

less strongly affect the inner life of every man, ” and 

maintains that the way in which those fences art* dis¬ 

entangled in it “from all that is accidental or super- 

ficial will be ^held by those who read wisely to be 
tuff compensation for the pain which the study of l,' 

v Sj "fci edy must clause.” ^ 
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‘jcV 
FTER preliminary remarks on the date and sources 

^ of the play Dr. ‘Miller sets himself to determine 
the Joint of view from which it ought to be 
regarded as a whole. He finds two great thoughts 

limning through the tragedy, and traces, at considerable 
length, how these find expression in the history of each 
of the principal personages. He goes on to show how 
the thoughts thus translated into action on the stage cast 
light on the chief problems of human life, and especially 
on the light constitution and healthy growth of human 
society. The book closes with a discussion of the way in 
which the principles exemplified in King Lear bear on 
the present state and future progress of social and 
political life in India. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE PREFACE 

P4HIS is not an annotated edition of a play. It is a 
' serious study of what is probably the greatest of 

Shakespeare’s works. It is an attempt to make 
the wisdom, which King Lear admittedly contains, 

available for practical guidance in not a few of the diffi¬ 
culties that beset individual, and especially social life. 

T 
I HOPE that the little volume * * * will be welcome not 

only to former students of this college but to those 
who have studied in other colleges and universities in 
India, and in fact to all who take an intelligent 

interest in the healthy progress of the Indian community. 
It may be of considerable value as a help to those who 
feel their need of help in dealing with some problems 
upon the right solution of which the well-being of thL 
country in coming yeais will to a large extent depend. 
Mock modesty does not hinder me from saying this ; for 
though the words of the book are mine, all the thoughts 
in it are Shakespeare’s. I claim no credit but that of 
making $n honest attempt to show how his great thoughts 
may serve the permanent needs of men and the present 
needs of India. 
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r m THE book starts with a discussion of the materials on 

which the tragedy is based. It states the two 

great principles which the writer regaids as deter- 

\ ni in in £ the geneial outline of Shakespeare’s plan in 

, his pictures of life and character. if regards the 

I history of Macbeth as being in the main a study of tmw 

f evil when once yielded to gradually imhm.es total moral 

ruin. It shows how the central “business of the play is 

to mark the steps by which, and the inlhienees under 

which, a man who at first appears worthy of admiration 

becomes all that a man ought not to he.” After tracing 

the moral ruin of Macbeth, it shows how by a different 

process Lady Macbeth arrives at an equally lamentable 

end. It then discusses each of the other eharaetms in 

sufficient detail to show how the assaults of evil upon 

each of them are baffled on the one hand or successful on 

the other. The book arrives at the conclusion that it is 

“ as a supreme example of the strife which rages endlessly 

and everywhere on earth between the kingdom of heaven 

and the kingdom of hell that Macbeth holds the plane of 

the most solemnly instructive of the gifts of Literatim** 
to the generations of weak humanity. 
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After treating of the characters of the subordinate 
personages in the jplsiy, especially of those who *er\ e 
as foils to Hamlet, Dr. Miller draws a comparison 
"between the Prince of Denmark and Indian students, o 
whom lie says that &L if they have something of Hamlet’ 
strength, they have lamentably much of Hamlet's 
weakness.” He clones with a brief statement of the 
main lesson which Ire thinks Young India may learn 
from the most wiciely known of all the works of 
Shakespeare. 
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|It is not an'oidinaiy book of travels and its teaching 

|| is as fiesli as it was when fust given to the woiId 

^ Di Millei shows that, although Palestine is the 

Least of All Lands, tlieie is much that is inspning 

even in its outwaid aspect—that it is well fitted to 

promote the moral training of its inhabitants—and that 

in its histoiy, it has been the 1 home ot fieedoni ” But 

the chief pait of the book is devoted to a leview of the 

wais of Isiael and the Philistines, in descnbing which 

the authoi shows that he possesses the eye of a genei al. 

* * “ The won? is not in its natuie geogiaphical, as might 

be thought, but is an interesting contubution to the his¬ 

torical exposition of the Old Testament.”—United Free 

Church Missionary Record 
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Apply to—G. A NATESAN & Co., Esplanade, Madras. 
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Zhe press on 

Zhc Jnbian IRevlew, 
Zbc Utbert^ '(Review.“The signal article* are of the 

varied character of our English high class monthly 
magazines. 

Zbe Jnotan Journal of Education.--Keeps well up 
to the standard of excellence of its first number and 
reflects the greatest credit on its conductors, 

ZbZ ©riental Xist—It is with gteat pleasure that we 
announce the appearance of a new high class maga¬ 
zine in India * * The Tndiau Revien\ published at 
Madras, promises to be an important, organ of native 
opinion. 

ZbC /Ifcaoras ddatL—The linden' well maintains the 
blight promise of the first, number. 

ZbC /IftaOras UtlllCS-—It is an excellent pciioclicah 

Zbe BOncatiOUal IReView-The Indian lie new do¬ 
se ives what it is no doubt getting, increasing appre¬ 
ciation. * * There is no periodical in India which 
approaches it for the money. * x It caters for all 
readers, and should prove a welcome addition to the 
reading tables of First-grade Colleges There is no 
other periodical in India which is run on exactly the 
same lines. 

ZbC IbttldttWe wish the magazine the success it so 
well deserves * * There can be no doubt that enter¬ 
prises of this soit will mark the beginning of a new 
era of periodical literature in this country, affording 
as they do, not only interesting reading to the public, 

but also scope for the exercise of literary talent 
among English-educated Indians. 

power and Guardian. — We are sure, if the public 
rightly appreciate the Review, as they should, the 
futuie of the magazine is bright and the career long. 

AppIy to~~G- A* N ATESAN & Co., Esplanade. Madras, 
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SOME MORE PRESS OPiN!(m »i in ir\\ 
in % ft L»J t» » 

Ilemcw of the Week. -„£ {-,,, ;l, 

The authors are for the most rent uifh.,-, a, a r C 
haps, needless fc* say that they writ.an’: .ulv v,v.: 
certainly has gie&t 1 i t. o t*^y ^ a i 
level of many of the re\bn\s, 

The Indian Nations.-—-< Hare wt o bw.m •’ f 
fadian Review so ortgj&t^ ^{, acholaRu * 

Christian Patriot. -Amon^ Indian ycih1 h wA- <J 
Indian, Review has atfcfi,t i\<ed a h we most place. 

The Malabar Mail.--rJClie Indian Review r\nniw <-» ,.a 
abundant store of intor*«ess tin a* arid readable mattei, I i 1 ■ 
editorial notes with which Mr. G. A XArcwwv l A 
commences every issue. of his excellent journal u- mhv 
relate to current topics of political, social educate <m*. 
and economical interest and have uniformly the merit < d 
being calmly, concise! v f\nd comprehensh ely written 41 k 

Voire of India.—AX v . 1H atesan Ls to he congsat hat**4 mi 
the success his venture has no far achieved We v.>n 
the Indian Review well in its third year and he r a } 
years to come. 

The Indian Messe?* g^7'.—* The journal has dead P 
quite a high standard of liteiary oient, contain!lc ts-r 
lent articles fiom eminent men in India and Eiudurul 

The Amnia, Bci'Zcz&lv jPatnka.—" An ably eon nuclei 
publication deservin g- every ene*>uiageinent aim sap, ■ * 

I from the reading putdio of the cunutiy.' 

J Annual JS'ua.bseripfcion Hs. 5. 

( i A. NATES A. 1ST & CO., ESPLANADE, X\ V Dll As 
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THE UMNISHM)S. 
With Text in Devanagtri Sankaras Commentaiy 

and English Translation 

Published by V C SESHACHARRl, B A , B.L , M R A S. 

Vi i1- I II & V Tianslated by SITARAA?A SASTRIAR 

VnU IIIAIV Tianslated by PANDIT GANGA’NATHJIIA. 

Cloth Paper 

bound Bound 

Rs A Rs \ 

Vol 1 - ISA, KENA AND MUNDAKA 2 0 18 

Vol !l -THE KATHA & PRASNA 18 10 

Vol III —THE CHH’ANDOGYA— 

PART l —The first 4 Adhya’yas 2 0 18 

Vol IV—THE CHH'ANDOGYA— 

PART II —The last 4 Adhya’yas 18 10 

Vol V —AITAREYA & TAI FTIRIYA 14 \ 0 

The volumes amiable for sale separatt h/ 

SELECT OPINIONS. 

Prof T w Rhys Dav.ds - It seems very well 

Mr Bal Gung-adhar 1 ilak.—TU* wmlt appear to l„ 

vxt't > nhi/ rx< meted and I hate no doubt, that yum book-, 

will piote to be ot gieal use to the public, espccialR 
the -Cnglish-ieading class 

Lt. Col. A W Smart. I nave m pa.ts compiled will, 

tht anginal and find it a good andjaithfnl trail,si,dtou 

Madras Mad Sankaia’s commentates on Mrs,. 

lrpimsl.adsaie translated in this book m an accmatc 

unu cleai atyle, while the lendeungs me as lite.al as 
possible. 

APPLY TO-G A NATESAN & CO, ESPLANADE, MADRAS 



At Wit WWWWWWWl^Til^l^tl$Y.ji1 Ji“ jj^*i'*JiC?JjJ'v'V jjV*sja*j1"*** ^5^jtJfJ 

THE SR1-BHASHYA OF RAMADIUJACHARYA. 
with an ariesl^yti-cal outline of -contents 

TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BV 

^Prof M RANGAOHAHIAB, At l , M A 

® and 

Mr M V VARADARAJA AIYANGAR, B A J! I 

V°I. It Price Rs ® 

'The Madras Mad says :_ 

Mi- Ranga Chanai has piefixed to ha tianslation a 
Incict analytical outline of contents which should go fai 
to assist leadeis in studying and undeistanding a 
highly technical ^and argumentative woik like the fsii 
Bhashya * - The Volume is complete in itself and 
deals with the most, impoitant pait of RamanuiaV 
comrnentaiy * * « 

Professor fifth Ham Goswaim, 31 A oj Laluru\ wntts— 

The book is very ably ti an slated The analytical out¬ 
line of contents given in the beginning wellpiepai es a 
leadei fm the penmal of the Acharya woik Even thine 
about the book its excellent—the papei, binding and 
punting 

Pro(essor (Jmrell, Oamlmdqe, says —- 

The tianslation seems to me to be very caiefullv done* 
and I am astonished to see into what good English the 
difficult onginal has been put 

Dr Thibetut,, Allahabad, says — 

It gives me gieab pleasuie to say that voui tianslation 
is m my opinion a veiy sell daily and meiitoiioit" pei- 

F" iormance 
*/v 

Lale Pro! Max Muller, Oxford, says -—■ 

F I led veiy grateful to you and pioud to accept voui 
ti ansi,it,ion of the Sn-Bhashya And as fai as 1 have 

H been able to nidge it is collect. 
#1 

Vk 
m 

Apply to ~G A MATES AN & Co, Esplanade, Madras 



j£ ^ 
g the CHRONOLOGY OF ANCIENT INDIA 

•& Bv T, EL indai gopala aiyar, b a , b l 

Pleader, Oluttom 

{ The Bff/uim/if/ of the Kali Fit go. 
I itisr i '[<j/e 0f t]l0 Mahabharata War 

.Srams | rp-jte pour Yagas © 

Price Re 1-4 
SELECT PRESS OPINIONS. 

Jli G. R S Mead m the THEOSOPHIOAL REVIEW- 
London —The small volume of 156 pp befoie us is 
stiauihtfot waid, compact, diiect, discilmmating, and 
objective It is written on pniely scientific lines, and 
displays an intimate acquaintance with the lesearches of 
Western Onentalists it is also wnttcn with a wide 
knowledge of Indian Souices 

THE MADRAS MAIL —Mi Gopala Aiyar has biought 
to be.u on his leally patuotic undeitaking a vast amount 
of patience and scholaiship, and has made a substantial 
contnbutiun to the liteiatuie on the subject of Indian 
Cht onology, foi which ho deseives the thanks of lus 
oonutr vmen 

THE HINDOO PATRIOT -A lemaikahle volume 
We congratulate the authoi on the ability and omdition 
he has shown in wilting his book. 

THE HINDU —A veiy interesting hook The 
volume befoie us displays consideiable ougmal leseaich 

PRABLDHA BHARATA —The wotk befoie us is 
anothet milestone in this path. It is a lepuntof papms 
ongitiallv contubnted to Mi Natesan’s excellent maga¬ 
zine, THE INDT AN REVIEW , and its issue in book feirn 
has been a seivice to educated India 

IIIE MAHRATTA—He has brought to beai upon 
the question mipoitant and hitheito untliought. of evidence 
hom m.my differentsouices 

Ajqthf to — <V A. JVatesan $ Co, Esplanade, Madras. 



Malabar and its Folk, 

3fc systematic description of the social customs 

and institutions of Malabar. 

b¥ T- K- COPAL PANIKKAR, BA 

WITH AN IKTRODUCHON BY TUN 

Rev F. W. KELLETT, F.M U 

COIMTEIMTS 

1 Thoughts on Malabai 2 A Malabai Nau Taiawad. | 

3 Manunakkathayam 4 Local Tiaditions and Supeisti- i 

tions 5 The Malabai Diatna 6. The Onam Festival, j 

7 The Vislio festival 8 The Thnmathiia Festival 1 

9 Feudalism m Malabai 10 Cock-hestival at Cianga* ! 

noie. 11 The iCetfcu Kallianam 12 Seipent-M oiship j 
13 Some Depiessed Classes 14 Village Life 15- Some j 
Phases of Religious Life 16 Glossaiv j 

Malabai i« no ordinaly Indian distuct Both distiict J 
and people aie cleaily maiked of! fiom the iest of India 
and have featmes all then own As even a glance at; 
the contents of this book will show thoj have a social 
oiganisation, mainage customs, a law of intiei itance, 
festivals and ieXiguous lites that distinguish them fiom 
then neighbouia Mi Pamkkai’s book is well adapted 
to open up lines along which new inodes ot thought may 
pass to the minds of thinking men * * * And so hisbook 
should have foi them the value ot inteipieting to them 
some of the piacfcices whose meaning they have wholly 
oi paidaily lost.—Rev F W KELLETT 

pi-toe ©ne TRupee tlrown S vo, 215 pp 

Apply to—G J.. JVATESAJY 4' Go., Esplanade, Madras. 



tTales of tTennaUvama. 
am; famous court jester of southern india 

By Pandit S M Nates a Sastri, B.A , M.F.L.S. 
(Member of the London Folklore Society ) 

.— f• 

Price—fis EIGJ-1T 

Contents BECOMING-a Ptofessional Jestei Escaping- from the 

punishment of being ttampled by an Elephant. 

Escaping fiom the punishment of being cut oil by 

the swoid Appealing with his head concealed 

Getting the sentnes whipped Obtaining absolute license 

to make ]okes, Cauterization of Biahmans, Reminer a 

colt Keating a kitten Piofiting by the labom of thieves 

A gieat doctoi oveithiown An unsuccessful conveision 

A gieat poet disgiaced Deceiving the wtestlei Con- 

\ in ting a black dog into a white flog Executing the 

paintings Requesting to piotect his family 

Select Press Opinions 
On if and Military Gazette —The tales are amusing and 

to the folklorist may be of special mteiest 

The West Coast Spectator—Delightful leading 

Luekumo Advocate —The stories which lesemble out own 

Bubal anecdotes aie really amusing 

Madras Times—Highly interesting and amusing. 

India —“ Cuuous and inteiesting” 

An/a Pal'ilia—The tales aie full of huraom, veiy amus¬ 

ing and calculated to biigliten up a sad countenance 

Apply to—G A NATESAN & Co , Esplanade, Madras 



HAND-BOOK OF CRIMINAL LAW. 

By N. Ti. HAMASAMJ ITBB, ba.„bi. 

llfyli Court Vakil, Madras, and Author of 

“ /l Hand-Book of Civil Lam ” 

THE BOOK CONTAINS — 

Introduction. —(i) Science of Law (11) Pimciples of 

Law (m) Tabnlai scheme of the Divisions of Law 

Part I —Substantive Law —Tabulai scheme of the 

Indian Penal Code The Indian Penal Code giving cleaily 

the definitions and elements of the seveial offences and 

closely and analytically following the language of the 

Code 

Part II.—Adjective Law—Object and scope of 

Evidence and Pioceduie Tabulai scheme of the Indian 

Evidence Act. Cleai analysis of the Evidence Act, with 

tables of the moie difficult portions following Closely the 

Act Tabulai scheme of the Cnminal Pioceduie Code. 

Cleai analysis of the piovisions of the Code 

Appendix A—Tabulai statements of the offences 

under the Indian Penal Code with punishment and 

otliei paiticuilais B &0—Oidinaiy and additional poweis 

ol Magistrates midei the Criminal Proceduie Code D.— 

Geneial Legal Maxims E—Foreign Legal maxims spe¬ 

cially 1 elating to Evidence with English Equivalents 

Price Rs. 2. 

Apply to — <9 A NATES AN 4 Co , Esplanade, Madras, 
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BOOK AND JOB WORK 
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1 JIE\ ELATIQN FROJXi OFFICIAL IlECOltDs 
9 

By William ig’by, C. 3. 
ALU’HOK ON JIANV WORKS UJ LNUIiV cOMJl 1I0\-. 

This Work, relying on official tacts alone, exhibits a 

deplorable &t&te of things. 

CONTENTS 
Jlj] oem 

1 India i uled by pie-conceived ideas, notin aounJ- 

J auce with facts 2 India at the beginning oi the nen- 

[* tmy 3 Whose is the agricultural and industrial 

if wealth of India'' 4 Famines theii present fieipienuy 

a and the cause of that fiequency 5. The extiaoifhnaty 

amount of the piecion& metals absoibed by the people 

if 6 The ‘ Tribute ’ what it is, how it woiks 7 The 

if 1 diain ’ its extent, its consequences 8 No tiade with 

If two bundled millions of fclre^Indian people—with the ex- 

[jl ception of one article. 9. Fs India distressed 1 We see 

if 110 distiess 10. The con edition of the people 11 The 

if alleged inuieased agricultural and non agucultiual m- 

fXl oome. 12. The picsent economic condition of India. 

H The Kernedv 

No one who is desuous of learning why India is now 

continually Famine-stuken. or who wishes to do India 

service, can aiVoirl to miss bins book. 

fy From Rs. *3r-8. to Rs. 4. 

j§ gTaT NATBSAN ft CO., ESPLANADE, MADRAS. 

SssffiscasHaaaaisssass E=gj=a=KgMStS«sre^ 



price iRefcuceO > 
i A A A A A mi -ff 

Poverty and Un-British > 
Rule In India.^S^- | 

BY DADABHAI NADROJl’ ' f; THIS is a compendium and reprint of all that the f\ 
ant1101 has uttered on this, and on kindred sub- 
jects, during a long and busy life These consist 

of a paper lead before the East, India Association m 1876, r ] 
correspondence with the India Ofhce 1883, a memo) an- f' 
dum on the moral poverty oi India ol 1880, papers of 
1887 lefutmg aitides by Sir MountstuaiL Grant Dull, tire £j 
authoi’s speeches m the House ol Commons in 1894 and 
1895, his contnbutions wnttcn in 1895 to the Eoyal iT' 
Commission on Indian Expenditure, a paper on the smiul- r\; 
taneous examination question, Ins statements submitted y j 
to the Indian Cunency Committee m 1898, selections : 
from his addiesses, and a papet on the State and Gov- *' 
eminent of India uudei its native minis f \ 

SELECT PEESS OPINIONS il 

Mi Naoiop’s labouis on behalf of India nobly deseive 'f\ 
a peimanent lecord and this volume is theidoie to be 'f' 
heaitily welcomed It is a storehouse of mfoi nation 'f ‘ 
foi students of Indian economics and it n something '*{ 
more than that, Mr Naoiop is an unfaidtoimg friend ot f; 
England The England that, he admiies is the country ~f‘ 
whose sentiments weie clothed in noble language in f ■ 
the proclamation ol 1858 the England that lie cnti- ~f > 
cises is the countiy that has insisted on ruling India as \f' 
a conqueioi instead of a tiustee ”—Dtuhj Ncn,s f 

‘•It gives a large numbei of uicontioveitable facts as vjr] 
to the terrible state to winch India lias been ieduced /: 
by Impeiialistio gieed ”—Humane Review -j- 

“ Theie is no gainsaying the gi eat value ot it '’—Scotsman 

From Rs 6 (Six.) to Rs. 4. y> 



£$ THE ECONOMIC HISTORY 
l OF BRITISH INDIA. 

BY ROMESH CHUNDER DUTT, C I E., I C.S 

't|g^HIS is a cleai ana succinct Histoiy of Indian Agn- j 

I ,£> cnltuie, La#d Settlements, Tiade and Commeice I 
.. the imancial policy of the East India Company and lat- I 

j teily of the Government of India The book will be 

found to be a valuable guide to the study of the economic 

| condition of India, as Mi Dutt has had Lee access to | 

the voluminous State Documents, Blue Books, Minutes, Y 

| Despatches as well as Repoits of Pailiamentaiy Commit- i 

| ties on Indian affans fiom the middle of the 18th centuiy 

Price Rs. 5-8-0. | 

j Other Books By Mr DUTT f 

THE LAKE OF PALMS -Being the authoi’s 

social novel, Samar, enlaiged and adapted into English 

and published m England with one lllusbiation, Rs 3 

OPEN LETTERS TO LORD CURZON on Famines | 

and Land Assessments m India, Rs. 4-8-0 T 

SPEECHES AND PAPERS. Fust Senes contain- J 

mg Congiess Speech of 1899, and speeches in England, 

1897-1900 ; Second Senes containing Speeches m En¬ 

gland, 1901, & Replies to Loid Curzon’s Land Resolution 

Y Rs 2, each volume i't 

CIVILISATION IN ANCIENT INDIA, complete " 

m nnp volume Rs 5-0-0 

EPICS AND LAYS OF ANCIENT INDIA con¬ 

densed into English vene with an mtioduction by the 

Right lion F. Max Mullei New oheapei Edition Rs 5. «« 

-i^ O. A. NATESAN & CO, ESPLANADE, MADRAS. ^ 



Jnbian Social IRcfoum. 
EDITED EY 

C. Y. CHINTAMANL 
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The book contains fourteen 01 initial minin'* >m flu* 

^ most important Social Rufoim subnet** b\ some ol the 

best vvriteis and llnnkeis m India , all tie* mldtesses of 

Mi Justice Ranade and all PieMdonti.iI addie^st •* at, the 

Indian Social Confeience and othei usclul Unm.«s 

So far as we know, no such volume on Social Hcfnim 

treating of such a vanety of subjects, eont.iiniii" sncli 

luminous mattei, and wiitten by such abb* men was in 

existence befoie the appearance ol this buck. Men and 

women m seaich of knowledge on tin* movement, ol social 

piogiess in India sought m vain lor a volume which 

would give them all the infoiniation they needed but 

now', they can obtain all they want fiom the edition lindei 

leview, The subjects contained m the book ,ue < i uditely 

treated, impartially discussed and ciiLuisul and bum a 

mine of ini’onnation They deal with alino-t alt the tope s 

which any one mteiested in tin* subject seeks to know 

The anangement ot the volume is good -• Tin Athm-ut, 
of huh a 

Has biought togcthei m ono volume, ml that, m best, ni 

the waitings of the most reasonable and mo t dist,iiigui,di» 

ed of Indian Social Reformers.—.//«/«/wy tVr/v/f-, 

800 pp clemy octavo, beautifully jointed <m 

good glazed papei and handsomely bound 

m full cloth, with gilt IcWeiinu, 

Price Rs, 3-8, 

G, A. NATESAN & CO., ESPLANADE. MADIAS. 
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NOBLE LIVING 
Being Essays on Religious and Moral Subjects 

COM PILED BY 

P. V SESHAGIRI RAO. 

-K 

¥t 

£ 

-jo 

Jl 

Select Press Opinions 
Madras Standard.— The compilation contains, 

amongst otliei things, masteipieces fiotn such men as 
Di. Martmeau, Di Chan rung, Theodoie Puikei, Emeison, 
Carlyle. Ruskin, Tennyson, Johnson and Addison 

The Hindu —The book consists ot 127 essays culled 
and clipped fiom the mastei pieces ot the English 
language, containing some of the gieatest thoughts of 
some of the gieatest minds and foims a most inteiesting 
and instinctive study foi the young as well as the old 

The Theosophist —A choice collection of valuable 
extiacts on moial subjects fiom the woild’s best wnteis 

The Christian Patriot—Tne book will do admnably 
as a book of lefeience foi those who wish to seek for 
information 01 advice 

The Christian College Magazine —Mi Seshagin 
Kao has heie collected a number ot extracts on such sub¬ 
jects as Simplicity, the Reality of Sm, Eaily Rising, 
Success, Sympathy, Bhakti, TIis lange is fiom the Imi¬ 
tation of Clnist to the Gita, and fiom Ruskin and 
Addison to the unknown contilbutois to Indian news¬ 
papers The extiacts aie not long and aie usually 
snggcstive, and we can well believe that men ot in¬ 
determinate icligion might rind moial stimulus in lead¬ 
ing them 

Mysore Standard,—The compiler of this exceedingly 
well got up publication has done a seivice to the using 
generation in this countivby placing bef'oie them quota¬ 
tions iiom the writings of eastern and western tlnnkeis 
ancient and modem As a moial Text Book in oui 
schools it ought to be of gieat value 

PRICE Re 1-4 as. 

Gr. A. NATESAN & CO., ESPLANADE, MADRAS. 
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jXl % HISTORY OF 

I THETAMIL LANGUAGE. 
jj/jf. 

(IN TAMIL) 

H By V G SURYAhARAYANA SAS^RIAR, JB A 

$Jf Ht.ad Tamil Pandit, Madras Christian College and Chtej 
Examiner in Tamil to the University of Madias 

# 
^ WITH AN INTRODUCTION 

& By the Rev F W KELLETT, M A„ P M U 

$ SELECT PRESS NOTICES. 

The Hindu—What; Trench, Morris, Skeat 

■3$fr and others did for English a generation or 
more ago, Mr Suryanarayana Sastriar has 
attempted to do now for Tamil, and he has 

^ already established his competency to the task 
Jj; by his numerous wntings and varied researches 

The book is original in its natuie and leads 
the way for further work in the lino 

# The Madras Standard —Whether taken as 

jgf a contribution to Philology or History this little 
*|t kook valuable as giving an interesting 
# sketch of the growth of the Tamil Language.' 

PRICE Cloth Bound 
Wrapper „ 

Rs. TWO. 
Re. ONE 

4 G- A< NATESAN & CO., ESPLANADE, MADRAS. 



. Head Tamd Pandit, Maaras Christian College 
Eg AS. 

Rupavati *or The Missing 
Daughter—An Original Tamil 
Drama ... 1 0 

Kalavati—An Original Tamil 
Drama ..18 

Natakaviyal — Tamil Drama¬ 
turgy (A Text-Book for B. A 
1908.) ... 0 8 

Tani Pacura-Togai—(First 
Course) A Book of Sonnets in 
Tamil. (With English Echoes 
byDr. Pope of Oxford) Calico... 1 0 

The Poets’ Feast—(First Day) 
A Collection of Tamil Poems. . 0 8 

Mativanan—A Classical Tamil 
Novel ... 0 8 

M a n a Vijayam or The 
Triumph of Honour—An 
Historical Tamil Drama ..08 

Life of Maniya Si vana r— 
(Second Edition ) .. 0 4 

G. A. NATESAN & CO., ESPLANADE, MADRAS. 



GENERAL SIR ARTHUR COTTON, RE,K.CSI. 

Ibts X(te ano TKftovft 

BY HIS DAUGHTER, LADY HOPE 

WITH SOME STUDIES ON FAMINE* PREVENTION 

BY WILLIAM DIGBY, C I E 

With many Maps and Illustrations 

One of the most experienced cf Anglo-Indians, Sir 

Richaid Temple, says —‘ Of the many benefactors of 

India m lecent times, theie aie few who have done moie 

matenal good than Sn Arthur Cotton during this gene¬ 

ration ” 

The Government of Madias hare placed it on lecoid — 

‘‘ Colonel Cotton’s name will be lemembeied by millions 

yet unborn when many, who now occupy a much laigei 

place in the public view, will be foigotten.” 

Studies on the Prevention and Relief of Famine 

Among othei special featuies of the woik will be found 

ceitam famine studies, m which some suiprising facts 

as to the economic condition of the people of India, 

the immense cost of, aud temble suffering attending 

famine aie set forth in an unusual and interesting 

manner Officially lecoided facts only aie depended 

upon, and their souice, in each instance, is given 

i; Price Rs. 8-8 as. 
1 _____ 
^ G. A. NATESAN & CO., ESPLANADE. 
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LAND PROBLEMS IN INDIA. 
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' CONTENTS. 

The Indian Lund Question By Mr RomeBi thunder 

Butt, C. I E Jleply to the Government of India By 

M, Home bit (fit under Butt, C 7. ]£ Madias Land 

Eevenue System since 1885 By Benan Bahadur 

B. Ragoouatha Rao The Madias Land Revenue System. 

By Mi Gangam T enoataratnav, The Bombay Land 

Eevenue System By the Hon JUt Gvcuhhu Parehh 

The Cential Piovinces Land Revenue System By the 

Hon Mr B K. Bom Pioposal of a Peimanent Settle¬ 

ment Bit Mr Bimesh (Jhunda Butt C T F 

APPENDIX 

Memoual of Eetneel Indian Officials lull Text of 

the Resolution of the Government of India Opinions 

Madias, of Local Governments The Cential Piovinces 
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ii The Puniab, The N W Piovinces and Oudh and Bengal ^ 

Louis Madets Minute on Indian Land Eevenue 

Loid Salisbuiy’s Minute 011 Indian Land Revenue. S11 

^\h—\ T_rt_j ... 11. . n .. , kMdA 

Of India Ml H E £>■§ 
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James Can cl on the Condition 
ZWA 

If 
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Sullivan on Indian Land Revenue Pioposal of a Peima¬ 

nent Settlement in the Cential Piovinces Pioposal of 

a Permanent Settlement m Madias Pioposal of a 

Peimanent Settlement in Bombay Land Eevenue undei 

Hindu Rule Land Revenue uudei Moliamedan Rule 

P**iee One Rupee 

||g G. A. NATES AN 8c GO., ESPLANADE MADRAS 
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Sales of JHnriada Haitian 

By PRAMACHANDEA EAU Aveugal, 
Retired Statutory Civilian 

CONTENTS • 
0 

Intioductoiy—The thieves ouL-witted. The child mm- 
deiess detected The Cotton mei chants and then pet cat 
The peails tecoveied Iion-eatmg lats and man-eating 
kite*. Tlnifty and Thnftless A modem Sbylock and 
how he was ont-witted The thief betiayed by his own 
woids The False-wit,nesses exposed by their own 
conduct The bioken ciockeiy set off against the pro¬ 
cessional elephant The lying debtoi convicted out of 
las own mouth The dishonest biother exposed by his 
sympathy with the thief. A would-be-wife-stealei foiled 
The light Diotmo discoveied by artifice The extor¬ 
tionate Inn-lceepei The nng lestoied The fowl thief 
bettays hex self The dishonest Roman entrapped The 
giain-vendoi biought to his senses The eai-nno- thief 
unmasked The cattle-thief detected ° 

Select Press Opinions 

I he Rail) as Rail —A delightful collection of witty 

tale-, and anecdotes. The 21 stones aie quaint and cloven 

The Rath as Standard —Populai Tales abounding in 

fun and humom Ought to be of gieat inteiest 

and amusement especially to the foieign leadei and the 

folklorist The book is well-suited to while away agree¬ 

ably enough an idle half-lioui during a Railway journey. 

The Christian Patriot ~ The skilful nanation of 

amusing incidents is excellent 

PRICE As 8 (EIGHT). 

G. A. KATESAN & CO., ESHjANADeT^MADRAS^ 



SANK-M-ACH-MY a 
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HIS LIFE AND TIMES 
BY 

C. N. KRISHNASAMI AIYAR, M.A., L.T. 
Assistant, Natnc College, Coimbaton 

11 

HIS PHILOSOPHY 
BY 

PANDIT SITANATH TATTVABHUSHAN 

Author of “ Hindu Theism ” 

Both in one volume 

Cloth Bound 

Price one Rupee. 



HINDU FEASTS, FASTS AND CEREMONIES- 

BY PANDITS M NATESA SASTRI, B.A MPLS. 

WITH AH INTRODUCTION by 

ILU117 K. Beauchamp, 0 1 e , m it a.s., jut.n s.. $ 
Editor. the Madras Mail. ■* 

Contents 
The Amelia—Avam Avittam—The Mahalaya Amavd^ya 

—The Bhogi and fclie Pongal—The Dipavali—The Hindus 
and the Eclipse—Hindu Fnneial Rites—Holi and. 
Kamandi—Kalakshepus, old and new —The Mukkoti oi* 
Vaikunta Ekadasi—The Ivuttika—The Mahamaklia-— 
The Anklhodaya and the Mohodaya— The Saiasvati 
Pupi—The Mahasivaiafcu—The SipayAntu 01 Kushna.sli- 
taixn—The Vaialakshmi Woiship—The Yinayaka (Jha- 
tuithi—The Hindu New Yeai’s Day The Oriam Feast 
in Malabai Appendix A The Kahyuga Appendix 
B U-lossAi y 

Select Opinions. 

MR H. K. BEAUCHAMP—E01 a gencml w 01 le¬ 
a-day knowledge of the H’ndus, there is no mui e 
useful and at the same time moie inteiesting study than 
that of cuuent beliefs and piaetioes such as aie dcsonbtul 
by Pandit Natesa Sasbn m tins little volume 

DR. EDGAR THURSTON -Europeans would do 
well to acqune the book 

THE CHRISTIAN PATRIOT -We ooidialiy u - 
commend to nnssiondiies a lehable book ol leleienee 

THE HINDU"—Suie to alloid inteiesting leading 

THE EDUCATIONAL REVIEWThoic should 
no iongei be any mys bill nation about the vanons leasts .. 

THE MADRAS MAIL ".-Emopean officials of all 
giddes, missionaries and meichants will hud the book 
paitioulaily useful 

INDIAN DAILY NEWS -The Pandit has lima 
his woik well 

PRICE Re. 1-8 as. 

gTaTnatesenITcoTesplanade, madras. 



ES IN SHAKESPEARE. | 
j 

BY WILLIAM MILLER, C.l E , D D , LLD., T 

( Po m npal of the Madias Christum College, and A 

Pillow oj th* Umveisay af Madras | 

® Y 

1. King Lear and Indian Politics. j 

2 Macbeth and the Ruin of Souls. 1 

3. Hamlet and the Waste of life y 
4 Othello and the Crash of Character I 

Y 
Select Opiij/oijs- i 

The Madras Mail—The book is a conti ibution to y 
Shakespearean study not nnwoithy of its ant hoi And 4 
m its hishei aims it is stimulating and ln&pmng. The A 
le&sons it teaches aie lessons of wisdom and nobility T 
No light-minded leadei will lay the book down without j 
a hnnei i.iitli in the powei of righteousness, and without Y 
stiongei lesolution, with patience, self-contiol and self- r 
snciiiiee, lo labour in love loi the piogie&s of this land. | 

The Geml and Military Gazette Di Mulei’s book is j 
lull of suggestive thought, and it may be especially com- y 
mended to those native students to whom then studies * 
die moie than merely the means of passing examinations A 

The fluid it.— * * Bveiy Indian and eveiy Euicpean 
should caielully lead tluough and think ovei the wise • 
ohsei vations with winch the book is lepleta. | 

The Mahratta Toon a —- ■ ‘ Giatefully leali&e how £ 
much wi.sfti we have giown by the pemsal of that in- | 

teiesting monogiaph | 

The Christian> Pat'iiat— Di iVIillei's expenence of | 
India and his knowledge of the people is seen in this I 
volume, which wo hope eveiy educated Indian will read J 

and pondei o\ei Y 

FOUR UNIFORM AND HANDSOME VOLUMES 
hound in cumr. y 

PRICE OF EACH VOLUME -ONE RUPEE a- 

G. AT NATESAN & W.rESPLTNADOfADRAS. J 



TCbe JuMan IReptew. 
A fllCrll CLASS' MONTHLY 

r 

EDITED BY G A NATEJjtAN, B A. 
r 

HASAN EMINENT LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS 

Annual Subscription if» 
T„r,mrvn p,lt,,lr,T, jC GTeafe Biitain 10/- 
InCluding Iosiag-l ^ United States 3 dollais 

Special features- 

^ HORT notes on the lopics of the Day. About Jive 

yP oiigmal conuibutions oq a Vaiiety of subjects in¬ 

cluding commeice and manufactures Cmic.il 

Reviews of the latent Books. Summaiy ol notowoithy 

articles in leading English, American an 1 Indian peuodi- 

cals Selections fiom the notable Utteuinees of the Bay 

Industnal Section Educational Section Dep.utmental 

Reviews and Notes 

Contributions. 

mw*" Contubutions <ue incited on all subjects of general 

inteiest, especially on mdustual, economic ami 

commeicial topics relating to India. 

T^ates of Jftdvertisen\en t. 
The Indian Review has a laige bona pie uioulation 

and oui list is open to inspection. 

Per page pei inseition—India Rs l0 and Foreign ,£1 

Piopoi tionate lates foi half andquaitei pages' 

Contiact lates on application 

APPLY TO—G A NATESAN & GO, ESPLANADE, MADRAS 


